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Inds Fall To
ur Hopes
Firemen
USA, Calif. qim - Diminish
winds today spurred hopes
1500 weary firefighters bath -
to encircle a 25,000 acre
sh and timber fire raging
the San Gabriel Mountains.
out 20 miles northea.st of
wntown Los Angeles.
U. S. Forestry Service officials
id the fire had caused an
imated 25 million dollars in
amage to valuable San Gabriel
ountain watershed since it had
!token out during a violent wind
orm Thursday afternoon. No
ructural damage was reported.
The blaze roared through rug-
d. uninhabited mountain can-
re; d !ring the night after
reatening half a dozen foothill
mmunities Friday. The threat
as eased late in the day with
sudden shift in winds which
ed the flames away from
ulated areas.
he immediate objective of the
e crew of firefighters was
encircle the 50-mile perimeter
the blaze, then let the fire
n itself out. Control was not
ected before late tonight or
day morning.
ind conditions continued to
rove in the fire area during
night and fire crews were
ed by increasing humidity and
cloudiness as they sliched
ugh rough areas of brush and
s in an effort to halt spread
he flames.
olts Edge
agles Last
ight 74-67
ly JOE PAT THORNTON
The Murray Training Colts
rked up their third county
torv last night by edging !Mgt
Kirksev Eagles by a 74-67
rein On the Colts' home floor.
urray Training took the...lead-
g tip-off and moved to a slim
u'-point lead at the end of the
rd t quarter. 20-19. As the see-
d quarter got undemav Danny
wards scored a field goal to
it Kirksey out in front for the
ird time in the game as they
ad by a 21-20 score But Danny
erre!' matched Edwards' field
oal to place the Colts of Garrett
Beshear out front again. Billy
Rovers added to the lead scoring
on two free throws and the Colts
were on top by three. 24-21.
With a combination of Key
anti Edwards. the Kirksev Eagle.
of Coach George Dodwy managed
to mark up a one point lead
as the horn sounded ending the
first half of play with a 36-35
halftime score.
An inspired Kirksey sq u a ri
moved into a quick five point
advantage early in the third
quarter With four minutes re-
maining in the third stanza the
score was tied 42-all. Billy Rog-
ers led a scoring attack in the
closing minutes' 'of the period
to put the Colts out .. on top,
53-51 as he horn sounded at the
end of three quarters.
Fishing desperately in the final
canto the Eagles were able to
ti• the score 65-65 with two
militates remaining in the game
but were unable ti;'' surpass the
Colts who pulled lassli,"•to a 74-67
victory.
Billy Rogers took scoring hon-
ors for the night with 24 pogits
for Me victors. Gary Key spark-
ed the Eagles with 19 points.
(Continued on Page Five)
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/ REPORT IWEATHER•
a
Sy UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky - Mostly
cloudy and cold today with light
rain likely in east today. High
35 to 43. Partly, cloudy and
rather cold tonight with low
of 32 to 37. Sunday partly cloudy
and warmer with high of 48 to
53. - I
Some 5:30 ass) temperatures:
Covington 27, Louisville 30, Pa-
ducah 28. Bowling Green 35,
Lexington 31. London 35 and
Hopkin_sville 34
Evansville, Incli, 28.
1•1•11.
SNARE ON A LARK-The U. S. Air Force's Intercontinental Snark, strategic global missile, takes
off in a whoosh of exhaust from rocket boosters. The photo shows its underwing auxiliary fuel
tanks, which enable it to travel greater distances to deliver an atomic warhead. (international)
Three Receive
Use Care Urges
Wildlife Head
-FRANKFORT itn - State Fish
and Wildlife Commissioner Earl
Wallace Thursday made a fervent
ilea to Kentucky hunters to "useScouting Awards their heads as well as their gunsin the field." 
Wallace's appeal was prompt-
ed by the opening of the hunting
season Wednesday and the ap-
proaching deer season - which
opens Saturday. •
"Deer hunting is as sane or
dangerous a Sport a.s hunters
waitt to make Wallace said.
"We appeal to. them to make
it sane by using their heads
as well as their guns."
He urged hunters to wear at
least one article of bright red
or yellow clothing never to shoot
at a sudden movement in a
field or forest, and to treat their
weapons with the respect a load-
ed gun deserves.
Three. Appreciation Awards
for outstanding service to the
Boy Scouts of America were
presented Thursday night at the
annual Appreciation_ Dinner' held
by the Chief Chennubby District
in the educational building of
the First Christian Church. A
beautiful wall plaque was pre-
sented to the Military Science
Department of Murray State
College for outstanding service
to the Boy Scouts of America
"above and beyond the call of
duty". Dr. Ralph W. Woods,
president of Murray State Col-
lege and vice president of the
Four Rivers Council, BSA, pre-
sented the award to Lt. Cokinel
Jew D Jackiron. Commandant
of Cadets and prifessor of
tory Science and Tact ins at Mur-
ray State College who accepted
the award in behalf of the Mili-
tary Science Department.
Colonel Jackson is a member
of the executive board of the
Four Rivers Council and was
dhairrrcin of the "Citizens Now"
conference for Explorer Scouts
held at Kenlake Hoter Novem-
ber 2-3. 1957. Other military
personnel active in Boy Scouts
are: Major George Hallanan. Jr..
chairman if the Pack Commit-
tee of Cub Pack 45 and a form-
er member of the Troup Com-
mittee of Troop 45 , for a num-
ber of years; Captain Robert W.
Rowan, Cubniaster of Cub Pack
90: Sgt. Ray:ford B. Vaughn,
CoberiaSer of Cub Pack 45; and
§igt Drane Shelley, instructor in
rifle triarkrnanohtp at the Boy
Scout Resers•ation during sum-
erg,
;iospita: Nerrs
Friday's complete record follows:
Census .  41
Adults Beds
Emergency Beds   23
Patients Admitted2
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day 9:30 a.m. to Friday 9:30 a.m.
Mrs Wade Green. 111. 2, Hazel;
Mr Jeff Farris, 1007 Poplar 9l.,
Murray; Mrs. Hiayden Morris,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mr. Cecil Houston,
502 So 6th St.. Murray; Mrs.
James McKinney, RI. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Homer Radford. Rt. 2.
Murroan--Scitia -Welke, 426
So. Ilth St., Murray; Mrs. Hassel
Shelton., Rt: 6, Murray; Mrs.
John T. Burton. Box 116, Pur-
year. Tenn.; Mrs. A. D. Hale,
107 N. 6th St., Murray; Mrs.
Charles Allbrititen,and baby boy,
Rt. 5. Muelay; Mrs. Kelton-Rog-
ers. Rt. I. Murray.-
Patients released feign Wednes-
day 9:30 a.m. to Friday 9:30 a.m.
Mr. R. L. Ray, Rt. I. Murray;
Mr_ Leland G1LSSOn. 211 E. 7th,
Benton; Mr. Haie Davenport, Rt.
1. Hardin; Mrs. .1(910 McKendree
and baby boy. 607 Elm Street,
Benton; Mr. Leonard Morris, Rt.
3, Murray; Mr Robert Knight,
Rt. 2. Murray; Mr. J din Elli-
son.,-Puryear. Tenn; Mr_ Robert
Logan. Rt. 2. Fulton; Mrs. Ernie
Thompson and baby girl, 504
Olive St.. Murray; Mrs. Joe R.
Nance, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs Jerry
Maupin and baby boy, 1101ia
Main St., Murray; Mr. Willard
Byers, 'Thin-tin; Mrs. Pat Kirks
and baby girl. Rt. 1, Dexter;
Miss Floretta Reeder, 427 So.
8th St., Murray; Mrs. lands
Phillips, lit. 1, Almo.
mer camp in 1957. Dr. Woods
listed a number of former Min-.
tary Science personnel who were
active Boy . Scouts during their
tour .of duty at Murray State
College: Colonel Hackett. Major
Landis. Major Wallace, Captain
Dye and Captain Kimball.
Professor Thomas B. Hogan-
camp, District Commissioner of
the Chief Chennubby District,
BSA, presented a beautiful en-
graved statuette to Everett D.
Jones for 25 years of outstand-
ing service to the Boy Scouts
of America. Jones has served in
many •'capacities with the Biiy
Scouts incluoing assistant Scout-
master of Troop 45, Scoutmaster
of an Air Rescue Troop during
World War II, District 'Commis-
sioner. Chairman of District
Public Re/a:tons Coraunittee,
member of the Executive Board
of the Four Rivers Council, and
many otter jobs. At present. Mr.
Jones is a 'Neighborhood Com-
missioner.
The third award,. an engraved
statuette, was presented to D. L.
Divelblas. Chairman id the Ad-
vancement Committee of the
Chief Chennubby District, BSA_
by Dr. Hugh Oakley, a member
of the Executive Board 'of the
Thur Rivers Council, BSA. Dr.
'Oakley staled that Divet.bas had
performed service to the By
Scouts of America in organizing
the Merit Badge Counsellor Ser-
vice aoard it the Four Rivers
Council, BSA. Dr. Oakley stated
that Divelbee hod performed
outstanding service to the Boy
Scouts of America in organizing
the, Merit Bade Counsellor Ser-
vice in Calloway County. Mr.
Divelbiss has recruited and in-
structed 90 Merit Midge Coun-
selikas, a very outstanding -achi-
evement, unequalled in the Four'
Rivers Council and unsurpassed
in the entire state of Kentucky.
Dr. William Pogue, a former
Eagle Scotn, gave a shirt ad-
dress in "Appreciation" and' in-
troduced th e Eagle Scouts:
Woody Herridon. Harold Shoe-
maker, Jerry Adams, Max Park-
er and Dr. Castle E. Parker. a
former Eagle Scout. Hugh Mil-
ler, Scout Executive of the Chief
Chen nuby District.:stated that
he new district was named after
. Chief_ Cbcrillubby
maw Indian tribe who signed
the Jacks in Purchase. John 0.
Pasco, Chairman of the Chief
Chennubby District, tires id ede
at the meeting.
The invocation was (Attired by
Judge Way/on Raytern, a Merit
Badge Counsellor an "Citizen-
ship.",
The dinner
people by the
Fellowship ,if
tian Church,
vision of Mrs.
was served to 60
Christian Women's
the First Chris-
under the super-
L. M. Overbey.
CAN'T A GUY" SLEEP
CHICAGO el - The police
department said today Patrolman
Thomas M. O'Brien was rocking
when he should have been roll-
ing. Capt. James P. Hackett said
he ()fund O'Brien asleep in a
locked squad car. Hackett said he
jiggled the door handles, shouted
at O'Brien and rocked the car
but couldn't awaken the Slumber-
ing cop until (die turned on the
siren in his own police car.
Missionary
Will Speak
To Baptists
•
li"Dr. Page H. Kelley, South-
ern Baptist Missionary to South
Brazil, will till the pulp:t of the
First Baptist Church at all serv-
ices on Sunday. Dr. Kelley will
Dr. Page M. Kelley
speak at the 8:30 a n d 10:30
morning services and at the 7:30
evening service.
The pastor, Dr. H. C. Chiles.
is ill at his home I ,n Elm Street
with the flu
Dr. Kelley Is a native of Hart-
ford Alabama receiving degrees
from Howard College in Birm-
ingham and the Southern Bap-
tist T,heological Seminary in
Louisvilte.
After serelng as pastor at sev-
eral dhurches in Alabama and
Indiana he stud'iesii, the Portu-
guese language in Campinas.
Brazil and. taught in the S•mth
Brazil Baptist Theological Semi-
nary at Rio de Janeiro. During
the past two years he served
as pastor of the Itacurusa- Bap-
list Church in Rio.
He is married 'to The former
Miss Vernice McIntosh. a native
of Wagar, Alabama and they
have two daughters. Margaret
Ruth and Judeh Ann. .
The family is now in t h e
United States on furlough. They
are residing in Louisville where
he is serving as visiting pro-
fessor of Old l'estament at
S,ou hem Seminary.
The public has been invited
to hear Dr. Kelley.
MT_TRAY POPULATION 10,100 Vol. LXXVIII No. 279
SUCCESSFUL LAUNCHING -
METEOR PAVES MOON TRIP
Mountain Jumps
Six Inches When
Bomb Goes Off
HOUSTON, Tex. - A nuc-
lear bomb made a mountain
jump six inches in a recent
test north of Las' Vegas. Nev.,
Atomic Energy Commissioner Dr.
Libby said Friday.
-Libby said the bomb was ex-
ploded deep in the bowls of
the mountain in an experiment
to see whether nuclear energy
can be trapped and later brought
out under control, for 1)eaceful
Uses.
The AEC scieMist said the
vast power released by the
•loding bomb now is trapped
800 feet deep inside the mountain
and that a well is being dug
toward it. When the power is
reched, he said, an attempt will
be made to draw it off under
control and utilize it.
An AEC press °Meal said
the bomb was set off Sept. 19
near Las Vegas and was of the
1-3 kiloton range, which is equal
to 1,000 to 3.000 tons of TNT.
The official said the explosion
was announced al the time, but
that it "appears that Dr. Libby
made public some addiional de-
tail that had not been published
before."
"The explosion was audible."
Libby said. "The mountain jump-
ed about six inches. Then' it
Settled down and that was all."
e said there was not heat or
radiation.
"I-alifornia Holds
Murderer Of Two
LOS ANGELES 11' - Califor-
nia authorities today held "in-
comunicado" the escaped mental
hoilaitar patient Wanted for the
slaying if two North Carotins
state highway patrolmen.
- FBI agents jailed Frank Ed-
ward Wetzel. 36. Friday in lieu
of $150,000 bail after he had
been arrested in nearby Bakers-
field on a vagrancy charge. Offi-
.cers who took Wetzel into cust-
ody were unaware of his identity
iat the time but a routine finger-
print check disclosed he was
the object of a nationwide man-
hunt.
Federal authorities said Wetzel
would remain in Los Angeles
. County jail over the weekend.
pending arrival of a federal
marshal from North Carolina ex-
pected Monday with removal
documents.
Bakersfield officers earlier
quoted the fugitive as saying
he' Wiitild not fight return to
the southern state for trial, and
officers said he would probably
leave for ''North Carolina next
fieek
FBI agents brought Wetzel here
secretly Friday and the fugitive
was not made available for press
interviews.
In Raleigh, N. C., Ed Sceidt,
administrative officer for the
North Carolina highway patrol,
said he believed district solicitors
would ask for first degree murd-
er indictments against 'Wetzel for
what he called "the cold blooded
murder" of the two patrolmen:
_ Wetzel is_ accomed of slaying
Patrolman W. K. Reece with a
single pistol shot when Reece
stopped him for speeding near
Ellerbee. N. C.. Nov. 5. An hour
later. Patrolman J. T. Brown.
ot Sanford. N. C., was shot and
killed when he stopped a similar
car on a main road north of
Sanford.
Wetzel escaped from a Willard,
N.Y., mental institution on Oct.
21. He had been committed tot
observation after he was found
with pistols, rifles and ammuni-
tion with which he said he
Intended to free his brother, Wil-
liam, 34, from a Parchman, Miss.,
prison death cell. His younger
abn;tehaelt's murder conviction is onp
ctiacKs CHECKED
CHICO. Calif. it? - Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Robinson were arrest-
ed for overdoing their senst
of "togetherness." Police said
Mrs. Robinson was arrested first
for writing a bad check and her
husband was taken into custody
for writing a bad check to cover
her bail,
 ..onomemennl,
•-•
Two Enrolled At
Washington U.
Tv.:0 Murray. Ky., residents are
a MAI g 13,050 students enrolled
in Washington University for the
1957-58 year„Chancellor. Ethan
H Shepley has announced.
Ch:irles Dunn Scarborough,
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Scarborough, Box 174, 19::h St.,
Murray, is a freshman in the
School of Medicine. A graduate
of Murray Training Sohool.
Miss Marianne Wolfson, (laugh-
ter of MT . Alfred M. Wolfson,
310 North 14th Street, is en-
rolled in :'he Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences. A graduate
of Murray Training School:. she
previously attended the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin.
Washington University has 15
divisions, including graduate and
undergraduate sch C.06 and .Uni-
versity College, adult education
-.vision of the university.
Almo Five Falls
To Clinton 58-44
The Clinton Central Red Devils
defeated a visiting Almo five,
58-44, last night.
Clinton was out front by only
one. 10-9, at the end of the
first Period and led by only
four points. 24-20 at halftime.
The Warriors managed to close
the gap to two points at the
close of the third sanza. 34-32,
but fell behind in he final canto
as the Red Devils won, 58-44.
Lamb, Almo center, tows top
scoring honors for the night
with 19 pdints. Kelley was high
for the victors with 15.
Clinton Central   10 24 34 58
Almo  9 20 32 44
Clinton Central (511)
F-Thompson 14, Kelley 15.
Williams S.
C-Wyatt 9.
G-Riley 3, Hiett, McClure 11
Aline (441
F-Lee 7, Furgerson 6, L
Lamb.
C-T. Lamb 18.
G-Lovett 9, Jackson. Gilliam
1, Bucy 3,
Information Learned From
Experiment To Prove Valuable
liANSCOM AIR FORCE BASE,
Mass. - An Air Force scientist
said today that the successful
launching of artificial meteors
into interplanetary space "un-
doubtedly" prepares the way for
a rocket to the moon.
Maurice Dubin, of the Geo-
physical research directorate of
the Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Center. said that by us-
ing a technique similar to that
'employed to "hurl the meteors
into space. scientists "could hit
the moon."
He said such a, moon rocket
would travel under conditions
similar to those through which
the artificial meteorites broke out
of the earh's graviational pull.
10 Hour Trip
He said he rocket would take
about 10 hours to travel the
250,000 mile distance to the
earth's closest space neighbor
since gravity would exert a
greater force on the rocket than
on the pellets.
The pellet experiment "should
Pot Luck Supper
Is Called Success
The Murray Training School
rrA held its family night pot
luck supper in the lunch room
of the school on Thursday at
6:u1 p.m. -. -
Approximately 125 persons at-
tendeethe supper and the pro-
gram. The program consisted of
an imitation of the television
program "I've Got A Secret."
Moderator was Roy Gart,in with
the panel being made llp of
student teachers. Several contests'
were held.
Four young ladies kept the
nursery, which will be open for
each of the meetings this year.
Everyone enjoyed the supper and
comments made after the pro-
gram indicated that the event
was a success.
This Week's Balance Sheet
In The Hot and Cold War
By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
The week's good and bad news
on the international balance
sheet:
Plans to speed American de-
velopment of nuclear weapons
were put on what appeared to
approach a crash-program basis
this week.
Reports of projects for bal-
listic missiles, anti-ballistic mis-
siles, an earth satellite and an
atom-powered plane came in a
steady stream from Washing-
ton.
Linked up with This program
were plans to strengthen the
defenses of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and to tight-
en he unity of its 15 member
nations.
Secretary of State John 'Foster
Dulles announced that the United
States will seek to establish
nuclear missile bases in those
countries in Western Europe
which want them.
Responding to an. invitation
by President Eisenhower, Adlai
E Stevenson, h i s Democratic
opponent in the 1952 and 1956
presidential campaigns, set up
an office in the State Department
to aid Dulles in promoting NATO
unity.
French Foreign Minister Chris-
tian Pineau came to the United
Stales to confer with Dulles
on the near.crisis in relations
which resulted from the sending
of American and British weapons
to Algeria.
In Washington and New York,
Pineau also sought the support
(if the United States and other
countries in the debate which
the United Nations Assembly is
to hold next week on Algeria.
President Habib Baurguiba of
Tunisia flew to Morocco to con-
•••
lowassaoata.
0ft
fer with King Mohammed V on
a possible plan to end the long
revolt of the Algerian Nationalists
against 'France by compromise.
Mohammed is due in the
United States Monday to visit
Eisenhower in Washington and
To address the U.N. Assembly in
New York. .
Felix Gaillard, France's new
premier, was given a confidence
vote of 256 to 182 in the Na-
tional Assembly, the controlling
house of parliament. on his plan
to meet a treasury shortage by
raising taxes.
Unfortunately, 'the vote em-
phasized the weakness rather
than the strengh of Gaillard's
government. Of .the total of 596
members, 158 either were absent
or deliberately abstained. includ-
ing many members of partise
which are represented in the
cabinet.
Russia announced- it Sy ould
grant economic credits of up
to 200 million' dollars to Egypt.
The aid was given, it was
announced, in response to an
appeal by Egyptian President
Gamal Abdel Nasser.
There was some speculation
whether Nass7r also had asked
'-and obtained-addlt lona I Rus-
sian military aid.
William S. Girard. the 22-year
old ftsrnerican • soldier tried by
a Japanese court for killing a
woman on an Army firing range,
was found guilty. He was given
a three-year prison sentence-
but the sentence .was suspended.
The court put Girard on four
years' probation. However. as
he is to return to the United
States in a couple of weeks,
the probationary period is purely
technical\
;.-sx-Mrsoist • - • •
r-
also prove very useful as a toll
for controlled experiments in the
physics of the upper atmosphere,"
Dubin said.
Scientists Friday night said the
ortificial meteorites blasted into
space from, over the New Mexico
desert have "unquestionably es-
caped into interplentary areas.
Dubin said the 40,000 mile an
hour speed of the ball bearing
sized pellets broke through the
earth's gravitational pull and are
possibly being drawn into the
orbit of the sun.
First Interplanetary Test
The space experiment, which
began Oct. 16, at the Holloman
Air Force Base at Alamogordo.
N. M.. was believed to be man's
(Continued on Page Five)
Concord Rips
Hazel 79-56
Last Night
A powerful New Cop Ford team
defeated the Hazel 'LANs, 59-56,
en the latter's horns. -court last
night before a capacity crowd.
""tie rangy Realbi•rls lo•A
scrappy Lions by only eight
points, 21-13, at the end of the
first period but had swept into
an 18 point advantage. 43-25
by halftime. The tall visitors
dominated their smaller host in
the second half as they winged
they way to a 79-56 victory that
threw a dampening blanket up•in
the gala queen crowning activities
at Hazel.
Willoughby and Gene Hendon
led the Concord attack with 18
and 16 points respectively T. G.
Curd, Lion center, turned in a
sterling performance netting 18
markers. Duncan was high for
the night with 19. Twelve Red-
birds broke into the scoring
columns and four into the double
figures.
Concord 21 43 63 79
Hazel 13 25 38 56
Now Concord (79)
Green 11. Rowland 14,
loughby 18. D Hendon 6. G.
Hendon IS. Parker 2, Brawncr
1, Dunn I. E. Rowland 2. Finney
4, Mathis 2, Allbritten 2.
Hazel (56)
Raspberry 6, Taylor 4, Curd
18, Waters 9, Duncan 19.
Light Rain, Snow
Put Final Touch
On Flood Areas
By UNITED PRESS
Light rains and snows pot
final touches to the flood-threat-
ened Gulf area and the show-
paralyzed Northeast 'today, and
winds that fanned a multi-million
dollar southern California forest
firt were beginning to subside.
The U.S Weather Bureau re-
ported that snow flurries con-
tinued to whip across northern
New York along thg southern
shore of Lake Ontario. Enough
problems already faced the area
where hundreds of power and,
telephone tines' were knocked
out and traffic snarled by a slush
storm Friday.
More than 18 inches of wet,
heavy snow fell on points south
and east, of Buffalo in the violent
snM'S'i *quails.
A disturbance in the South
deposited almost six inches of
rain at Burrivood. La.. Friday,
but the main body of .lain moved
during the night frovirds the
Virginias.
Heavy amounts were reported
elsewhere in the. Gulf area, and
the Vake Charles, La. Weather
bureau warned that the next
three days may see flooding.
In California's San Gabriel
Mountains, firefighters rejoiced
to see the violent windstorms
subside' to 20-mile-an-hour winds,
and expressed hope the 50-mile
perimeter blaze would be brought
under control tonight or Sunday.
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Underneath are the everlasting arms.
Deut. 33:27.
If we commit our ways to God we will
never be confounded.
se
Five Years Ago Today.
Ledger & Tunes File
• .
The CallowiQ Manufacturmg Company will 'begin
operations in Murray in about three months, according
to Robert F. Hayes. president of the new concern. The
Manufacturing plant will be located i nthe Swami build-
lockted on East Maple Street. altd will Make work
and .sport- clothes for national distributors.
Teljus-A. Chambers. superintendent of Benton schools
since 192 andwidely known in Kentticky as an educa-
tor, died Thursday night at the Zurray Hospital. He was
years of age' at his death.
, -Sun-hors include his wife. Mrs: Gladys Chambers;
- one daughter. Miss Martha Lou Chambers: one brother,
Harris: two sisters. • Mrs.- Clifton•Key and Mrs. Jeff Wat-
ttioCand his- father  Chambers.
.A 1951 Nash automobile: belonging to Bill Barker,
kits been recovered in Fulton,. Ky. according to Chief
of Police A. H. 'Webb. .
Mrs. Gordon Moody Wa- the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Worn-
'an'- Club held Thursday afternoon- at two-thirty. o'clock
at the Club House.
•
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Tiara File
•Goo(I Games
Are Still In
Store For Fan
NEW YORK - The inti. r-
collegiate football season has
passed its zenith. Many cp-
fit championships heveeteen
settled, but we still have thos,
traditional windups that make
for bitter battles and exciting
football..
- In the East. the battle for th.
Ivy League crown will be staged
in Princeton's Palmer Stadium'.
The__Tiger. is _Levered but in our
opinion the Indians from Han-
qver. N. H.. will surprise with
a 13 to 7 victory. Yale has too
much tor Harvard and will take
the Crimson 19 to,6. Rutgers will
beat Columbia 19 to 13.
Peon. State will beat Pitts-
burgh in the Steel City.. The
score. 14 to 6.
Big 10 Season Ends
The Sig Ten rings d-wn the
,•Lirtain :his Saturday. Wisconsin
a el beat Minnesota 2'7 to 12,
will - -heat 'Northwestern
•,, 12. Illinois will beat North-
, cstern 20 to 7: Purdue will
trample Indiana 28 to 0. and Ohio
State will wind up its Weatere
League year unbeaten with an
18 to 13 win over Michigan.
Michigan State will take Kan-
sas State about 40 or 50 to noth-
ing. And youth  have to predict
the result of the -Iowa- Notre
Dame contest at South Bend.
Well be broadcasting it.
in the South, Clemson Will
beat, Wake -Forest- 18 to 6: Duke
will win from North Caroline
27 te 14: Auburn Will. beat Flori-
da State 20 to 0; Virginia will
surprise Maryland 14 to 12`.
SAD BOY-The cops carry struggling William SchmIdlin, 16, offto the cooler after the tough guy got a tenderizing with teargas in Paterson, N. .1. Wayward Willie and a pal, Robert Day,22, were wanted for questioning in a series of holdups, and theyheld off the blueeoats for 90 minutes. boasting they would neverbe taken alive. Tear gas ended the gun battle. (international)
Four Titles On
The Line Today
By FRANK LITSKY Marquette over Arizona.United .Press Sports Writer - tse - Pittsburgh over PennFur majer c.inferenz,e Sta*.e. Wee. Virgieia over Syra-ball championselipe will be de- cuse. Columbia over Rutgers.cided today but they .may be Boston University over Connect-Georgia Tech will lose to Florida overlooked by fans watching a icut, Lehigh over Lafayette.18 ki 13. and Tennessee has an bunch of :thee relhelce- barred Melwese-Wiaeunein over Min-18 to 13 edge over Kentucky, 'old rivalry" ratne-s that pack a neseta. Illinois over Northwest-Sooners' To Will whole season's (trance into one ern. Purdue_ over ' Indiana, Cute-Elsewhere we find Oklahoma game; , . 
rado over lowa State, Detroit
beating ,Nebraska 35 to 7; Miss- At stake are crowns in the over Dayton.ouri 'trouncing Kansas 21 to .61. Pacific Coast, 'Atlantic Cosest, South - Georgia Tech over
Colorado taking Iowa State 13 to
Missouri Valley, and Ivy League Florida, Clemson over W a k e
Fs,re9t. Maryland over vtiginia,
U. Southern Methedist beating
Texas Christian 19 to 7. Oregon
State beating Ruse Bowl bound
Oregon 19 o 13: Stanford licking
California 19 to 13 and UCLA
having a 21 to 13 edge en South-
Cal.In the other coast game.
Washington will beat Washington
State 12 te 7
The :eadership in the Western
foe meant, more than win-Deesion the• National Profes old -
rung a league crown. espectallysional League will undergo Some
changes this weekend. The Balti- since Oregon and Duke already
have landed bevel berths.more Colts and San Francisco
conferences.
But even in some of thee. Vanderbilt over The Citedel,It's the game itself and tee the Alabama oter Missiseappri South-excitement. Oregon see - Oregon ern
State, for inetance, will settle S..uthwest - Arkansas overthe PCC champion and Duke le ries Tech. Oklaterena Statewill be shooting for the A4:X
crown in its seine agasnst North
Carolina. But winning over an
• first place, meet at Baltimore "Grandaddy" of TraditionPolite Chief Burman Parker stated yesterday that
$147.75 were Collected from the new meters after the
first four days they were in operatioiu Tha next five 4iiyanetted $1:40.07.
- Miss Betty Yancy, senior, was crowned basketball
queen of Murray Training' School at the game with Kirks
Sey last night.
The annual congregational potluck- supper was held
at the College Pre-1.•••• Hin Frieav night - at 6:30o'c lop k.
20 Years Ago This Week
Ledgor & Times File
and the. looser drops down. We One 4 the headliners. id
like the Colts and San Francisco course, * the "greindee.addy"
49eis. tied %Seth Detroit for tint ' all 'radition matinee. Yale vs
place, meet at Baltimore and the ekierearin WhiCt adlee again 10lostr drops down. We like the.. n but glory. and the "Bog
Colts 24 to 21. at Detroit. the :three" title at sake.
Lions will beat Chicago 28 to 18; t:her inghtigh: is at-the Steelees should take Greenwas rugged be 'em
Bay at Pittsburgh 35 'to 24: and lewe ano Notre Dame. Aith :sighthe Washington Redskina should t ote,, else, &see- ivied a,take the Eagles at Pheadelphia B;g Tee champ;28 to 21. 
the Lid keyes are se.. en-pointThe Eaatetn icedee. the Cleve- fie -rees over Notre Dame' errlend Browns and New York
'tee men vole, make the ...drib,;iants. could both art beaten. al-
We des% n after their stareing 7-0' think the Browns will .edge
- Los  Angeles Rams 24 to 21; 
upeet victory (leer Oklah .ma.
feel the le.sh muse suffer a let-theugh they are favored to win.
'but the Giants will be surprised -th'cgen• wlew-h PleYee h
-
5' JIC in the Rose Bowl in five
Irvin L. Barnett-. 67, to, died ,uildenl Ti...rsday Chicake. We pick the Cardinals
eeks, es an even-money betafternoon of heart• failure, was buried in the Murray 35 to 31Cemetery Saturday afternoon. 
.k.ng ferward to its OrangeImmediate relatites who survive Mr. Barnett are
his A!ton. a on: Patty, a daughter: two brwi.-
er. s • Lee and John Barnett.
Mr.' and MN. J. .1. Moser mho live on North 13th '
Street. celebrated their golden wedding anniversary at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Moser. • North Fifth
Street. .last Saturday with a six o'clock dinner which was
prepared in their honor.
- Mr. and Mrs. B. W flverhy announweifir-eitrare-
merit of their daughter. Miss Margaret Overby, to Mr.
Harold Lurnstien. on of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lurrisden,
of Sikeston, Mo:
The wedding-will be solemnized Thanksgiving Day
at five'o'clock in the afternoon at the home of the bride'sparents. 
• •
Miss Delma Chrisman.- Hazel, has been added to the
stenographic staff of -the County Agent and Farm Bu-
reau .Depactimnts. Miss Chrlsman. a -riung woman .of
wide ability. received commercial training at Murray
State College.------%
Ryan's Department Store) sinee 1880. are beginning
their 5sth Antiversarv Sale, Not ember 19t.h.
()miles and Frank Ryan. grandsons of -the late Nat
1'4% at;. Sr,.-now.ott-ners and operators of the store, extend
a tiirdiallinvitatipn to all shoppers tt, come toifieir storewhen itr!‘ urray and 11:.4op for quality taerchiuidise.
present day referee Italy Geld-
eieen- 4,0111- P•hferit-.-trurn :nen
on. it was a build - up to a
beeely title brawl with Mickey
Wailter at lee Angs-les in '29
'and th meet he lost, Ace was,
-aces" with the flight crowd for
hi galiant showing.
Weatever nappened Ace
Hudkins? Ted** living on
rence Sutc.nern Caiif,rmai
rind makes-hie living pr.ticieng
'stores f..,- Cu'.1..1. .•
Kentucky College
Football Results
By United Press
g,aNttrn Kstreeks IS
Youngsroen Coleys( o
e•se•es• etteeeereteeet 6
411111111111111111.1111111111.1111.11111.1.11111.& College Foot ball
. ResultsMurray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
WALLIS DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BrE CLOSED from
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Church flour
•
',..10;4=21Z•C•-••--rair.-
a.
- '
•
By L. o seed Press
Furman 6 Dave-hen 2
Louisville Merehead 6
Hays 19 Washburn 16
C:ollege Basketball
Results
By tinited Press
Wan. V. 64 Karik.a, Freshmen 46
,Pfeiffer 99 AtlareiceChristian 89
'Beckley 98 Bluefold 69
CAPE' CAPTAjN3 NAMED
. WILSON. N. C. le Dun
Ryan of New York City .and
Darwin Williams of Kinston, N
C . were elected co-captains of
Atiatoit .Christian - College
basketball team Ityare six-feet-
tout. is a forward, and eVelianis
a Ward.
Whatever Happened To- B . clash with Oklahr.Ina, isACE NUOKINS en - point Laviortte overBy United Press S a Carolina, and can beckAce 11 . k. re, J rugged mid- 0.:-. ;41, eneffeeeeseep peke
e.ewesgre. egreer. .6u:it a fancy ieses.
repute', esn tn.: C'iust Pri  Ivy Favoritebetween 1923-26. The: first eme I T i,,. eiarsineush er.iteLeenne wsen d big .ne. flattening' take Ivy Legs*
teiness. with Prince:Asn a. Inive-
pLait 11/Ct: 14-0U.St•in here a
se', cries...int edge over aria
%.e.esey would keep the Me-
aeurt Cisnlerence Mat-ri-
se-Letup at Houses/le
ii ,C, and I unnesbee, such a
sir. nis bowl oansiniais. Let en,
suger anst Cater, ales, are La-
vutect-nice oa three points
Li exas Gereeien anti 1 cense-
see ocven er n.eniucxs.
Oleo Sate. ranked second W-
I-Ian-a Michigan S-ac by t h e
Llbalc.n Press Buena 4 Coacnes,
es Amy a three - point en ace
atenigan. Micregan Sate
Way* ri.ark-as ak:ate and
.1..e.-rsinieesa Auburn w h
• resricsa Sate 'are ere= 
ae erg tat .,rites ;oat trie owes-
maxsis aeciused to elstaINIsh asine-
Sooners Try Again
OKIdn•ofikal, sts 41-sane. record
s.reak now uniy 1.rse
in the record book, tries. to start
d -lit At.oraska,
CitiOn oas beaten wily. Kan:diS
SP e year. Ober, le,reais
tat .tt-r1 28 point,.
Itt res erre ey televised gatnes:
Last - Yale fevered tre 14
vent. over 'Harvard.
Midwest --lows. at Nolre lean*.
MeliancleeeM purl fav.ired by
one p ant 0% er Kanee. .
See h - N.reel C•rolind at
Duke.
Seuthwest-feeeter fav,irie try
rifle wens ever Sosithern Mn-
Far West - Oregen• S at
ereee Saturday fa% .1,', :
Ire t-rsor: wrciI ' 0.er
against Oregon Stair. Duke,
Toda 's Sport Parade
Sy (MAR /WAR
SIMI OMNI 11P11114 Oen
NEW YORK Oe the
threat of losing my franchise in
the experts club, I'm acced
to the demands of practically no
one today and naming Fearless
Fraley's' All-American football
team for 1957.
These guys now proliably will
be ignored by every -one else in
the nation - iRcluding my under-
worked barber who is announcitig
his team next week at the caner-
tie coiffure conclave. The fact
that I have seen a.solutely none
of them is to be ignored.
So here they are:
I Ends: Dick. Wallen, UCLA, and
Jen-Phileps. Auburn.
• Tackles: Alex Karns, Iowa.
and Lou Michaels, Kentucky.
Guards: Roy Hurd, Dune, and
Al Ecuyee Notre Dame.
Center: Dun Stephenson, Geor-
gia Tech,
Backs: John Crow, Texas Ag-
gies, Clendon Thomas, Oklahoma;
Walt Kuwalczyk, Michigan State;
and Don Clark. Ohio State.
Names fitiseend - Team
The second teat% just in case
you're still with "me, includes:
ends, Jim Gibbons. Iowa, and
Dave Kiser; Michigan State; tac-
kles, Charley Krueger. • Texas
Aggise. and Bob Redsnader. Na-
vy, guards. Aurelius Thomas.
Ohio State. and Bill Johnson,
Tennessee; center. Charley Bruec-
kman, Pitt; and backs, Bob An- G
derson, 4rmy, Tom Forrestal.
Navy; Jim Shanley. Oregon, and •
JimePace, Michigan.
Let it be said right now that, Defensebeing one of the nation's lead-
ing Monday mourning coaches. I
am' completely satisfied' with my
first team. The line is big.. fast
and' mobile with a 207-putind
aveeage while the backs are
meaty enough at a 198-pound
average to make their own holes
if somebody falls down on the
)ob.
Phillips and Wallen are not
sky-scraping ends but get 1he
Job done Phillips Is six-two and
205 p   rule Wal:en only
1.1n:a, UCLA over Southern 
.e ReclesW sest-S:tartford over Br Haroin-Sonm”ns. k
Ca.ifornia, Washthron u e r Aot Cautious
•
Wesel zigeni Sta .e. Air Furey
.A,.-Jciemy over New Mexico, Ari-
z, e.a trn, State over Cal- T.4,c Pacrtar. Brigham Young
r State U. 
IS uld
Pro Ballers
ill Miss
1 
By ED SAiNSSURY
. Unites Praha Specie Whew
- SOUTH BEbID. Ind. -itit-- He
!sold his quarterback to "be reck-
less, not cautious."
Sunday 
He watched that quarterback
ames
- 1
_ 
get reckless. enough to snap_ the
nation's 'winning streak. "and
the way we played we would
G 
e
have beaten anybody."
, Yet he still wasn't tontent in
in his greatest, glory, saying "we
should have had a couple more
By EA,L WRILHT
Ln,ted Press Sp.cris Ace
aril keep lareeand possibly five stars out of
Sunday's key National Feeball
League games, • He's Terry Brennan Of Notre
Dame. the United Press football
Coach of the Week after his
Irish upset Oklahoma, 7-0, last
Saturday and shattered the Soot/t-
ete' 47-game winning streak.
Honored Twide
Se'lect'ion of 29-aear-old Bren-
The uddsmakers, who keep a
close watch tarkinjurltb. halo- e
made the Colts (Pe point choices
to whip the San Francisco:Forty-
Miners at Baltimore. The Lions
are 5ts point choices to defeat
the Chicago Bears at- Detroit
The Colts, LI...11S antl Virty. nan marks the first time that the
Niners are, tied for the we.!ern same man has been chosen coach
of the week twice in one season.
He also won the honor five
weeks ago when the Irish upset
Army.
The advice to quarter back
Bob Williams - was unique. -We
want you to be fearless and
reckless out there." Brennan told
him all week. "Think of a play
that you couldn't piesibly call in
any given situation and then call
it."
TO In Last Period
Williams threw out his' bread-
and-butter plays . many times,
now that the responsibility had
been' lifted from .his shoulders.
He passed from deep in his own
territory on several occasions.
Then. with Oletahoma weary, he
went back le power 'football
in the last period on a relentless
20-play touchdown drive. .
The victory over- .Oklahoma
Noire Dame seasertiefee-
ord to 5-2, with those losses to
Navy and Michigan ,S t a t c.
There's no. letup in sight for the
Irish, who play host this week to
is .1i-es to Ohio State Saturday.
Iowa always has proved lough
for Notre Dame but how tough
Can anyone be after Oklahoma?
six feet and 185 but is a growing
• 
tuuchdowns."
Division lead.
rhe Browns are 3ei point fav-
orites against the Los Angeles
Hams at Cleveland while the New
Yorkk Giants are 6'2 point
favorite's to beat the Cards at
Ltocago. The stpears are teemed
over the Green Bay eackers by
312 points a! Pittsburgh and the
Washington Redskins are favored
over the Eagles by I's at Phila.
delpha.
Grudge Game at Detroit
Detroit is in top shape to play
betote a capacity home crowd ot
more than 55.1e41 but ire Bsers
will go into the "grudgi ' glme
without Harlon Hill. Hill, all
league offensive end. suffered a
shoulder injury during last Sun-
days 29 to R. loss to the Cone.
He IS out fur, the season.
Ed Meadows of the Hears
started a flurry of "ditty play"
laet-Ltee:
tackle of Bobby Layne sent the
Detroit quarterback to the. side-
lines with a concussion. the
Bears went on to wit) the game
and the Western Division title.
the Colts and leers may play
without star -ass recei‘ers.
Clyde Conner, 49er end, definitely
is out with a- shouldr•r injury.
Jim Mutecheller. end,
may not play. He has a sprained
ankle.
Tackle Bob St. Clair and Bob
Holladiy. a defensive back, also
are out of the Furty-Nniner
lineup.
Les Angeles will play Cleve-
land without Will Sherman, one
of its best defensive backs. He
has a bislocated eltene
.Welseter in Hospital
Alex Webster, New York half-
e--the
lad of a mere 40.
Brawny Lads r All
Karras. the Iowa tackle, is
going to make everybody's 'team
aqui the Gary giant has good
company. in Michaels, who toted
his 235 pounds all the way to
Kentucky from Seroyerville. Pa.,
a region which is not exactly a
stranger to producing good foot-
ball players.
Hord at Six-foot-three ;nil 220
pounds. makes a good running
mate at guard for Eeuyer, the
I95-pound Notre Dame dandy.
while Stephenson is outstanding
among a good crop of centers.
--eThe backfield is full of vim
and vigor. Crow looks to be the
top back of the year and at
six - two and 210 pounds is the
biggest one of my ball toters.
Kowalczyk at 205 can bump
heads - with most linemen and
stay alive while Thomas and
Clark, a bit - liehter, can move
with admirable rapidity.
It may be said right hereehat
Anderson is one year away but
that's all. Hell make everybody's
club next season -- about the
time people stop knocking the
team I've picked this year.
Operations
eared To
By ELMER C WALZER
United Press Financial Editor
NEW YORK IPI -Wall Street's
market operations appear to be
geared to :he ameunt of money
whet wiLl be spent on the de-
fense program, according to
many observers of stock prices.
Prices &rime when there is
talk of building deferxw vend-
ing from sums taken from non-
detente items. They rise when
Wail street gets the mesreesion
the budget will be hiked. the
debt ceiling raised, and spending
pualved with %erne
Who,. they aren't playing the
market on thew hunehes, not a
few of the censervative market
men have about conehided that
next year's Cengtees will vete
mocc and more money for de-
feTer wehout hacking away at
the nen-defense sector.
. As ene expert described the
Washingten scene, there'll be a
welfare et a t e attitude with
spenaang the watchword. He
fereerew higher spending than in
1957, no mita in veterans' bene-
fits theater aid for educernun, a
ectesel bill more spending
abroad, and so on.
Sorb Hecker, veteran Washing-
ton safety man, won't play
against the Eagles because of a
twisted -Knee.
Bill Michael, Pittsburgh guard
who has been out with a broken
leg bone, will be in uniform and
may play against the Packers.
Willie lee. Stes•ler tackle, has
a pulled tendon but will play.
This week's selections: Lions
503- riebr' Bears. 3-5. Colts 5-3back may riot play at Chicage. ver Forty-Niners" 5-3. BrownsHe still IS in the hOSpital with an 6-1-1 over Rams 4-4, Giants 6-2ear infectieuewhietricept him out lover Cards 2-5, Packers 2-6 overof- last week's le-e victery over Steele-re 4-3, Redskins 2-5-1the Eagles. 
seer Eagles 2-6,
Not Much
More To Learn
About Moon
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK -0- To avoid
disappointment, prospective trate
seers to the moon ought to under-
stand they won't find a great
deal there which isn't known al-
ready. For example, a scientist
has just figured out a plausible
explanation of why the moon's
"seas" are uite flat although they
are not seas of water but seas of_
ruck rubble.
Dr. John. J:...Gilvarry of Mil-
waukee 'reasoned that the moon
is- reriodically shaken_ by
quakes, as the earth is shaken
by earthquakes - and the effect
is svniething like that produced
by shaking flour through a
sieve. Moonquakes, he reasoned,
break up the rocks in high moon
places and shake the'rubble into
the low places, forming moon.
"seas,"
He proceeded trum thestheory
that the moon's craterS were
made by the impacts* meteors,
and the "seas" merely are bigggr,
craters which have been filled
with rubble. A rim-at theory is
that craters are cones' ofextinct
Volcanoes and the "seas" are vast
beds of the lava which once
poured from them.
The meteor-collision theory
supposes that some sort of ero-
sion process is going on in the
mountains which breaks up
the rocky peaks, and reduces
those big pieces into small chunks
and dust. But it would have to
be a different kind of erosion
from the common earth one, and
there would have to' be a "trans-
port system" more -effective than
simple gravity to get the rubble
down into the "seas."
Gilvarry, who is well known
in science for his prevesus cal
cutations on the nature of the
moon's surface, cited the evidence
that the - moon was formed **cold."
that is, it was never a molten
mass of matter as the earth was
once Therefore, the moon would
have had no volcanoes but would
have gravity accelerations into
the balance: the moon's gravi.
tational acceleraiion is one-sixth
that of earth, his niathcmatics
produced an appniximation of
the energy needed for a success-
ion of moon quakes to have
broken up rocks in the moon
mountains and to have shaken
it "seas.' rubble and 'dust down intot
Violent quakes shake the
earth every few centuries. Gil-
varry figured that one sued!'
quake every million years on the
moon could have filled huge
holes with rubble and dust and
produced the appearance of the.
moon seas as any of us may see
them with even a low-power
telescope.
Meaneme, the rank and fes
that „buys and stele ritisek.s gauge:
its efforts- on the day to day
statements on the future of the
budget-buying when it appears
a, a there'll be m ire spending;
selling when there are econom-
ies in the deicussione.
Coriservatave in.:esters a r e
carefully examining the various
eimpanies wilth a view of de-
termining their ability to keep
profits and dividends; up. A
pr, de squeeze still is on, they
note, and this may tend to keep
many then the eonsprames' shar-
es nOt hitched to good earnings
prospects.
4"1414111 1.10"111"fr210,41fr 41;;ISW4 
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Not Much
More To Learn
About Moon
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor •
NEW YORK To avoid
disappointment, prospective tray%
nets to the moon ought to under-
stand they won't find a great
deal there which isn't known al-
ready. Fitt' example, a scientist
has just figured out a plausibie
explanation of why the moon's
"seas" are uite flat although they
are not seas of water but seas of
rock rubble. A
Dr. John J. Gilvarry of Mil-
waukee reasoned that the anoon
is- reriodleilly shakeh_by--mtaas-auakes, as the earth is shaken
V earthquakes - and the effect
Is something like that produced
v shaking flour through a
twee. Meonquakes. he reasoned,
3reak up the rocks in high Moon
alaces and shake the'rubble into
.he low places, forming moon.
'seas,"
He proceeded Irom the „theory
.hat the moon's craters were
nade by the inipacts,af meteors.
Ind the "seas'- merely are biota
raters which have been filled
vith rubble. A rival theory e
hat cratel•s aa Cones' ofextinct
'ulcanoes and the "seas" are vast
wets of the lava which once
ioured from them.
The meteor-collision theory
upposes that some sort of ere-
ion process is going on in the
ion's mountains which breaks up
he rocky peaks, and reduces
hose big pieces into small chunks
nd dust. But it would have to
c a different kind of erosion
rom the common earth one, and
lore would have to be a "trans-
ort system" more -effective than
maple gravity to get the rubble.
own into the "seas."
Gilvarry, who is well known
1 science for his previmis cal
Ottawas on the naaure of the
loon's surface, cited the evidence
isit the moonwas formed "cold,"
lat is. it was never a molten
lass of matter as the earth was
ace Therefore, the moon would
eve had no volcanoes but would
ave gravity accelerations int,,
le balance. the :noon's gree1.
itional acceleraiion is one-sixth
iat of earth, his mathematic.,
roduced an approximation of
ie energy needed for a success-
n of moon quakes to have
token up rocks in the !mien
ountainS and to have shaken
re rubble and kiust down into
IC
Violent quakes shake the
irth every few centuries.. Gil-
irry figured that one such
lake every million years on the
oon could have filled h u gt
des with rubble and dust and
'educed the appearance of the.
I mai seas as any of us may see
eni with even a low-power
lescope.
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Farm News And Other Items Of Interest To Our Readers In 
The Rural Areas And Communities Of Calloway Coun4y.
romatic Crop
ii State Has
verage $6942
Lexington. Ky. -- Kentucky's
nd crop of Turkish (ore-
- t ic tobacco) grown this ye-ar
an .experirnental basis under
'rriervierion of the Kentucky
A griculeural Extension Service,
averaged $69.42 a h u nil red
iund4.
Tieal .ponreks grown by the
IA -pilot" farmers: 8.642; acres
&icier cultivation, 12.14: total
•nainey, $6.000; 'Ind dialers real-
ized per acre. $495.
These. figures Were released
thLsoweek by .Ira . Maaeie, Ken-
tucky Agricultural Extensan
Service specialist who - onducted
the tna6. •
Massie Said the high - money
crop was that grown by Elbert
Thulibee and Harold Rose, land-
lord, of Morgan County; 694
pounds on .94 of an acre brought
$718 for a price of $1.02 a pound
average. Second high crop was
that of Charles Walters, another
Morgan Countian, who grew 318
peunds on .60 of .an acre for an
average of $1 a pound.
Rutin Boggs, Jackson County,
was third high, with 650 pounds
tram .6.5 of an acre. He averaged
92 cents a pound. Massie said.
Fourth high was W. E. Johnson
of Woodferd County, who grew
855 pounds on .61 id an acre
an average • af 86 (-ems a
und.
. S. Garside Heads
Kentucky 4-H Group
Lexington, Ky. --Matthew S.
Garside, a field agent in Ken-
tucky 4-H Club work since 1921,
has taken over direction of the
department as eating head.
Gaistide succeeds Boyd Wheel-
er, who recently left on a two-
year eteeignment in Indonesia
under a centre& between the
Indoneraean- government and the
'University of Kentucky for
teaching assistance.
The new acting head of the
4-41 deportment is a native of
Pereasylvanal and a graduate, in
1930, of Penneolvania State Col-
lage. He has a degree in dairy
auraiarwiry.
PROTESTS EXPULSION
COPENHAGEN. Denmark !tr -
enmark has officially protested
e Soviet expulsion of the Dan-
sh agricultural attache from
escow as a Russian reprisal to
enmark's ouster of a Soviet
diplomat on spy charges, it was
announced terlav.
1'
1
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Get Engines Ready
For Winter Weather
Lexiingten.. Ky. -Here's hose
get your engine - pawered
ioipruerst ready for cold winter
a, ather, says Kermit Mills,
Kentucky Extension Service en-
gineer. .. . .
Clean the engine well; cleno
air cleaner and refill with light
-oil: servia. the crankcase, hy-
draulic system, air cleaner and
gear cases with winter lubir-
cants; clean spark plugs, check
ignition system and fuel system.
Clean cleating system and put in
recommended anti - freeze. Use
proper seasonal fuel in tank.
Freah fuel will give better
starting in cold weather, if you
are using mounted equipment or
h3Ve the tractor covered for
winter work and the fuel tank
gets warm. Under these warm
conditions, some a the fuel will
vaporize and make harder starta
ing. Refilling the tank each
night and rutm.ng the engine
awhile will ,make it start easier
the next morning.
Always operate the engine
long enough to heat it up and
dry it out before you put the
vehicle in travel .
Sweetpotatoes
Rich In Iron
And Vitamins
Sweetpotatoes are prize pack-
ages of food value, and deserve
frequent use in fall menus. Their
rich gold color is a sign of' the
presence of Vitamin A - first
aid to the eyes in quick adjust-
ment, particularly at night, says
Miss Elizabeth Helton, UK Ex-
tension foods specialist. Unlike
some other vitamins. Vitamin A
is stored in the body for use as
needed.
Sweetpotatoes are also high
In Vitamin C and are valuable
for Vitamin B and minerals,
particularly iron. •
To get the most "good" from
sweetpotatoes, cook them in their
skins, says Miss Helton. Boiling
is the best way, baking ranks
Second. Some of the vitamins
and minerals are in the skin
or just aincler it, so encourage
the eating of it. Rubbing, the
'tater with fat before it is baked
will make the skin soft.
Sweetpondaes are unusgal in
that they may be -used as a
vegetable or in desserts. They
combine well with apples, cheese,
peanuts, onions, bacon or hien
in baked dishes. In deserts, this
vegetable has .made famous such
southern dishes as sweetpotato
pudding and pie.
• Agricultur•
• Industry
• Business
FARMERS -HOME Owners
LET US
SPRAY
IL
YOUR HOME,BARN or
BUSINESS HOUSE
• EXCELLENT WORK
• COMPLETE JOB
Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base
Aluminum Paint
. THIS WORK GUARANTEED
SURPLUS WORK CLOTHES
For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Me
n
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES
GLINDEL REAVES
Lynn Grove Highway, • Phone 184-W
V
r
a
America's
-Market
Basket
z
Calloway County Is Divided
Into Eleven Watersheds -
By VANDAL. WRATHER
I). S. Soil Conservation Service
, • Last week we stated that Cal-
limey County's 243,60,9 acres
were divided into 11 different
watersheds. Each of these water-
sheds may organize a Watershed
Conservancy District. A Water-
shed Conservancy District is a
sub-district of one or more Soil
Conservation Districts. Thus far,
land owners on three of the
watersheds have organized Wat-
ershed Conservancy Districts;
namely. East Fork Clarks River,
West Fork Clprks River, and
Sugar Creek,
NATIONAL FARM-CITY WEEK
November 22-28, 1957
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Cooper Will
Re Speaker
During Week
Lex instenn. Ky. -John Sher-
man Canner. Sernerset. Ken-
hioky's US. Senator. is to be
featured speaker at one of the
general e'estone of the 48th an-
nual Farm and Home Week. He
is one of three Kentuckians so
honored.
The affeir is stehoduled Jan.
2841. 1958 inclusive. * t h e
Univereity of Kentucky campus
In Lexington.
Cooper will address the after-
noon ( general season Tuesday.
Sin. 29. 1958. He will speak on
"Kentucky Prablerne "
The Somerset native, serving
his second-time term as one of
Kentucky's senators, is widely
known througout the State.
Dr. Frank Dirkey. president
of the University, will also be
one of the Tiseedny afternoon
speakers. He will precede Coop-
er that day with a talk on "Icier
University." Dickey. one of the
yiningeet university presidents in
the U.S.. has won wide recogni-
tion for his abilities as an edu-
cator.
On Wednesoday afternoon, at
the general seseiora areeher ne-
five. KentuckiaSn will speak.
She is Satoh G. Blanding, form-
er dean of women at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, and now
presid-ent of Vassar College in
New York state. President Blan-
ding is considered one of the
nation's top educators.
Farm and Home Week is spon-
sored annually by Kentucky
Agricultural Extension Service.
Purpeee of the meeting is to
acquaint farm afolk with t h e
latest deveiouran Is • in farm liv-
ing and work. This year the
approach is changed: 12 areas
of general problems have been
selected; the program is keyed
to discussing these various prob-
lems.
TRADE PACT SIGNED
JERUSALEM. Israel
France and Israel have signed
a trade pact for 1958 allowing
Israel to export $1(1'.5011.000 worth
of goods to France, it was an-
nounced. The agreement set no
limit on French exports to Israel
during the year.
LEBARON TOP STUDENT
WASHINGTON IP - Eddie
LeBaron, star quarterback of the
Washington Redskins, has been
elected to an holier society at
George Waiihington University's
law sehis,t. which he attends
partatime during the National
Football League season.
CATLIN BACK TO BROWNS •
CLEVELAND - Linebacker
Tom Catlinoa Cleveland Brown
regular in 1953 and 0954, has
returned to the active. list from
Air Force duty. Stan Sheriff was
released to make room for Catlin.
Livestock
Report
ST. LOUIS tir - Livestock:
Hogs 10,500. Fairly active on
240' lb down 25 to 50 cents
higher; 'under 220 lb 50 cents
higher; sows mostly 25 cents
higher: 1-3 mixed weight and
grade 17 to 17.50. to 18; sows
1-3 400 lbs down 15.25 to 15.75.
Cattle 900. Calves 500. "Steady;
cows active and firm; utility
and commercial 14 to 16.50; bulls
unchanged, utility and commer-
cial 15 to 17.50, vealers and
calves active, steady: good and
choice 24 to 28. lop 31; good
and choice 250 to 450 lb slaughter
calves 18 to 21.
Sheep 700. Active; slaughter
lambs 25 cents higher; good and
choice wooled lambs 19.50 to
21.50, top 22; choice 83 lb shorn
lambs 21.75, top 22.
Select A
Pattern
For Fabric
LEXINGTON. Ky. - Consider
fabric • and pattern in relation
to each other before you buy
either one, is the advice to home
sewers from Miss Verna Latzke,
Extension colthing specialist at
t h e University of Kentucky.
Some fabrics work up better in
one design than in another.
Experieneed sewers have learn-
ed the characteristics of materials
made of natural fibers, but the
many new fabrics of man-made
fibers require .careful thought to
he sure the pattern is suitable
for their use.
For example, many fabrics of
1130 per cent nylon. Orlon or
Dacron, or blends with rayon
or acetate, have little "give."
While there are many advantages
in their ability to hold their
shape and resist shrinkage, any
excess of fullness will be difficult
to steam out, as in shaping a
sleeve cap. -To avoid such a
possible problem, select a pat-
tern with kimono rather than
set-in sleeves, suggests Miss Lat-
zke.
Generally speaking, patterns
with few pieces will be easier
to handle when man-made fabrics
are being used. Designs 'with
long seams cut on the bias or
diagnoal are a better choice than
those with straight seams, which
are likely to pucker in stitching.
Darts instead of gathers where
fullness is called for are also
desirable.
The home sewer should study
the draping qualities of the fabric
as it is enrolled from the bolt,
says the specialist.
. "Study the fabric, feel it,
handle it to determine' its possi-
bilities In he made-up garment.
Note also the torn end of the
goods to be sure the material
has been pressed straight
Enemies At
Last Bracket
Ezra Benson
By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON .09 ---,The word
around town is that his enemies
at last have bracketed Ezra Taft
 Benson with their gun fire.
. If this be true, there will
be a new secretary of agriculture
shortly. True or false, Benson
probably will not survive in
the cabinet' if the Farm Belt
rejects t h e Republican Party
again in next year's congressional
elections.
. Only President Eisenhower's
affection for and loyalty to his
agriculture secretary have kept
Benson in office so long. a
The secretary has been in
political trouble since Feb. 11,
1953, the second month of the
first Eisenhower administration.
It was on that day that Benson
spoke in St. Paul, Minn., sug-
gesting that the government
should subsidize farm prices only
as -disaster insurance." Price
eopports should not, Benson said
"encourage uneconomic produc-
tion. heavy surpluses and sub-
sidies."
Demands fur Benson's resigna-
tion became urgent and numerous
by the autumn of 1951. The
President has been defending his
farm man ever since, a matter
of four years.
Politics May Bench Benson
• Benson's departure would not
Importantly change administra-
tion farm policies. Pressure of
politics, perhaps, will compel
Eisenhower to bench Benson, but
no such pressure is likely to
change Eisenhower's approach to
the spending of tax revenue to
cope with aariculteral surpluses.
A political opinion added up
Benson's political alight like this:
trarmers trona like him!"
The East fork Watershed Con-
servancy District includes all the
land located in Calloway, Mars-
hall, McCracken a n d Graves
Counties, within East Fork Wat-
ershed excluding incorporated
cities. There are about 190,000
acres _in East .Fork Watershed
Conservancy -District. 95,000 of
the 190,800 acres are in Calloway
County.
West Fork Clarks River Water-
shed Conservancy District in-
cludes a total of 141,000 acres
in the same counties as East
Fork. 36.000 acres of the 141,000
acres are located in Calloway
County.
Sugar Creek Watershed Con-
servancy District. includes 8,500
acres in Calloway County Soil
Conservation district, near Faxon,
within Sugar Creek Watershed.
A conservancy district can aC-
complish much that individuals
or separate local interests cannot
do. Here are some advantages
of a conservancy district:
1. It can provide for organized
group action by all the people
in the watershed. These may
include a wide variety of interests
such as (a r'm e r s, sportsmen,
chambers of commerce, and many
others.
2. It can obtain technical help
for determining damages, needs,
costs and possible benefits.
3. It can develop, carry out
and permanently' maintain a pro-
gram to solve watershed prob-
lems.
4. It can establish a legal basis
under which local, state and
federal agencies can cooperate.
These agencies may include high-
way departments. public utilities,
cities and towns, recreational
groups, county fiscal courts and
soil conservation districts. In a
conservancy district all these
organizations can legally join
forces with state and federal
agencies such as the Extension.
Service, the Soil Conservation
Service, the Forest Service, the
Agricultural Stabilization a n d
Conservation Service, and others
in a unified plan for soil, water.
woodland and wildlife conserva-
tion.
5. It can enter into permanent
regal agreements as in obtaining
rights-of-Way and easements. rt
can raise money for the cost and
maintenance of structure.
6. It can levy a tax of not to
exceed 50 cents per 100 dollars
of assessed valuation to meet
costs of construction and main-
tenance of structures • and for
obaining easements and rights-
Of-way. The proposed budgets
must be approved by the Soil
Conservation District boards and
can be used only for the purpose
budgeted.
7. It is empowered to negotiate
c ntracts to build and maintain
A great many farmers obvious- s ructure.
ly do dislike Benson as much
or lnore than they dislike the
price support policies he rep-
resents. This political fact of
dislike a the man is expected
to be an effective argument with
Eisenhower that political exped-
iency may require Benson's resig-
naion. A more effective argu-
ment, probably, than the equally
factual farm discontent with ad-
ministraion farm policies.
The real argument for Benson's
departure is based on the belief
of • great many . Republican
politicians that the party would
win more congressional seas next
year without him than with him.
The opposition to Benson within
the Republican Party enjoys the
weight of numbers. It will' be
difficult for the President to re-
Harder Next Year
More difficult to resist, how-
ever, would be the pressure for
Benson's retirement after next
year's elections if. as is likely,
the Republicans lose again. Ei-
senhower. by then, will be no
more than a caretaker party
leader, a man forbidden to run
again, even if he wished to do
so.
A president in such a position
probably would give extra weight
to the opinions 51' all the Re-
publicans who might be nomi-
nated to succeed him and to the
urgings of the' party men who
would be responsible for the
1980 presidential campaign.
Benson cheerfully tells all
questioners that things are a
bit better on the farm front and
that he has no thought of re-
iring so long as Eisenhower finds
him useful. Benson is no quitter.
Neither does he shrink from
trouble, tough situations and hard
decisions.
A bulge in farm prices or a
Republican congressional victory
next year would put Benson
on Easy Street, politically, if he
still is around.
 •••••II
'44 Laving
(buses Ready
"--r• WI.
Lexington. Ky. Get laving
houses ready for winter now,
says John Tuttle. Kentucky Ag-
ricultural Extensig. Service
poultry specialist. -
Here are thinØt to do:
Keep Wadies dry and
ckiring severe weather: even
when the mercury goes far
down, houses still need ventila-
tion. To do this, clean and dis-
infect houses when old hens are
sold: scrub ceiling, wals, floor,
roosts, nests and waterers with
a .etrong lye solution; spray
roosts and nests with used motor
oil or any commercial compound
for contralling mites and lice.
Put no-draft ventilate's on win-
dines, arid put in additional
windows if neceneary. Wrap
water pipette for protection from
freezing; and put a good, deep
layer of litter (sawctusg, shav-
ings, crumbed cobs, etc) on the
floor. Stir it occasionally to keep
it dry.
Add new litter as the old lit-
ter gets dirty; the build - up
shoulki continue tell the litter is
12 inches deep. Stir it once or
twice a week to prevent caking.
Store extra leiter in a clean dry
place close by for quick avail-
ability.
Layers should go from ranges
into thi. house when they, are
in from 10 to 30 percent pro-
duction. They should be Wormed
while on range (if needed) and
checked fur polio:rum before be-
ing brought in.
clean
PAGE THREX
Farm 'Industri:Chalks, Up Another
Gain: Barn Cleaning Is Speeded UP'
,By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
The drive for improving the farm
er's mechanical production equipment
represents one of the most fascinat-
ing chapters in today's agricultural
picture. As farms grow larger and the
work force decreases, the job of han-
ding chores becomes more automatic.
ling of the bar, enables the cleaner tO.
operate over long distances and pro-
tecls moving parts from corrosive
acids and phosphates, as well as from
the grinding action of limestone. The
cylinder provides internal and con-
tinual oiling of all hydraulic parts.
The manufacturer's tests sho", that I
the device can operate as slowly as '
desired, and at sub-zero temperatures.
ELECTRICITY DOES THE JOB ... that pitchforks used to 
handle.
(Jnnoticed by urban residents, a true
Industrial revolution is taking place
up and down the nation's country
roads.
One of the latest in a series of pro-
gressive steps toward a more indus-
trialized, easier and less time-consum-
ing type of farming is a new barn
cleaner. It operates on an entirely new
principle-hydraulic power, backed
by an electric motor which activates
a reciprocating cylinder. No gears
or chains are used in the "Push-pull"
operation as litter is moved down gut-
ters and out of the barn into the
spreader.
The drive bar for the cleaning pad-
dles is protected by a channel attached
to one of the concrete walls of the gut-
ter. This arrangement prevents buck-
The new cleaner can be installed in
any sae barn and the same cylinder
will operate main as well as cross
gutters in unison or independently.
Claims for this latest device include
the statement that it can clean a 100-
cow barn in 12 minutes. And that cov-
ers both the sides and bottoms of the
gutters.
A plus feature of the cleaner is that
its hydraulic power system can be
used for such other purposes as oper-
ating equipment to elevate hay and
distribute ensilage to feeding areas.
Hinged and stationary chutes and
elevators are available with the unit
to meet a variety of conditions. The
hinged, counter-balanced equipment
enables farmers to raise or lower it
easily to load spreaders.
PRECAL MONS ARE URGED
IN STORING INSECTICIDES
LEXINGf0a, Ky. -Take care
in storing insecticides over the
winter, say Kentuclv Experi-
ment Station entomolo ins. Some
materials deteriorate fr, undergo
changes in e x t re,sc e weather
which make them nusable later.
For instance: Aldrin and Hep-
tachlor materials formerly had
two pounds of the active in-
gredient per gallon of emulsion
concentrates. But the .,rate has
been doubled, in emulsion con-
centrates, to four pounds per
gallon.
When these emulsions are stor-
ed improperly, and temperatures
drop to 20 degrees F. or lower,
tthe emulsion (a mixture of ma-
terials in oil) will separate. The
active ingredient will go to the
bottom of Ake conainer and later
"mixing" will' not put the ma-
terial and oil back mu a usable
"emulsion status."'
Cold weather doesn't hurt wet--
table powders or dusts.
The specialists recommend a
thorough cleaning of equipment
now; locking dangerous insecti-
cide materials away from reach
of children -or anima/si discard-
ing of unlabeled containers (to
avoid putting the wrong type
material op a crop next spring.);
and ordering equipmen repair
parts now. •
YOUR REXALL DRUGGIST r17'co 40
- suggests these
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST
ASIAN
FLU
• Get plenty of rest
----•
1
41 Eat regular well-balanced meals
• Supplement your diet with vitamins)
• Stay out of crowds
• Keep a safe distance from persons
who are coughing or sneezing
• Wash hands frequently
Our Prescription Department
is at your service
e are working hand in hand with the doctors and
• !alth agencies of this community to help protect
aur family against Asian Flu Check with your
loctor if any of the following symptoms appear
• • Sore Throat
• 
HCFevhailedlsrache • 
• Coughing
• • Muscular Aches. Soreness
Complete line of sickroom needs
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Weddings Locals
Club• News Activitie
Lochie Landolt, Editor Telephone 168.5
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Fashion Parade
Entertains Home
Department Club
SOCIAL CALENDAR !PERSONALS
Saturday. November 23
A faahrion pezade was the t Tht.A1iaDepartment cd lb'
pr 'gram for the Home Deparh Murray Woman's Club will meet
hem or the hauthay lehhatsa at :he club notes at 2:30 in the
Club at their regular meeting. afternoon. Dr. W.. F. Steely will
Thursday,. November 21_ a: , 2:30 si-seit the fl'rh•-•P on "Iiiistorif
in the afternoon. Mrs. Leonard Making Deeehans 4 the United
haehien sepia , (+barge the Sates Sur•rerne Court." Hasetesa
Program! sea are Meaciarnen 
Sehourn White,
•- E. S. Duenad, Carlisle Cutchin.
The faehlon Parade "models" W. S. Swann and hineh Frances
were members of the depart- grown.
men(. wearing their own most • • • • • - • --
becoming Sunday best outfit. Monday. November 25
Ski: ixenes depicted were a tea , The Creative Arts Department
party. gating to church. aftending 4 the -Murray Woman's Chtb ghtaral meeting at the church
a football garne and Chrihatias i mee"-er the club house -at a., •;,3.0 p.m. •
shupping. ' 10 am. The program will be • • 
,•• •
Mn. D. F. McConnell furnish- a°7141f1ual1°h 
Paper
 M
• Hostess will be Mrs. K. T.
ed the piano manic. Her selec-
Crawford and Mrs. Freed Oath-
:lave were classicaJ, old favorites
and popular hangs.
Mrs. 0.• C. Wells. the only
memeer in ithume. was dresased " F•S• Boyd Opens
w a ray ninety's grandma would /Joint. lo  Pen:
attend a tea. The ace:inventing
mask was • •Put On Your Old / 0 in e makers (.1141)
Grey B.itinet." hie• horn, :
Members in the tea ecene ot the set.)1, tsi. Penny
were" Mesdames T. tirakirep. , Homemakers C 1 u b meeting.
Walter Baker. Bun Swann: N. . Mondav. November 18 at 10 am.
P. Hutson, Marvin Fulton. and Mrs. Deha Graham, and 
Mrs.
A. F. Doran. . ; Lora Norsu-orthy presented the
Christmas ahem:hrs. were Mes- Mahe project thee m prr -Law
shines Buford Marna, J. E. Lit- Cal the Meals." They 
demon-
tieton, L. rt. Puthara, R. H. Rob- shat.ed their. remarks by serving
lints. and Capeace Beale. , a noecial salad • with the 
neren-
• Arenchng a football game; sary hooch for a dinnhr.
• were •Mesdarnin Nat Ryan I The 'president. Mrs.. 
Ernest
Hughes. Frank Hoicamb, Tip , Madrey, presided at the meeting.
Doren, Guy Billthrun. and- C. 0. Mrs. Richard 
Araistrong read
Vonduzant. the devotion train Luke 17:11-17
Church goers were Mesdames f•-•Illawed by a prayer led by
hieke Linn. Luther Robensen. Mrs. 'Graham. Minutes of the
!Witham Purdom. Richtlici Tuck. pi in meetang. were _road be
0. C. K'clh. and • Charlie Crew- Mr, R.0,nl W a-Innen. secre-
lord. ' they. Mrs. H. ti Bagger* asked
The businna -meeting was ' the blessing preceenng dinner. •
- *ouncluched by the chairman, Mrs A pte :uck hnr.er 
..-as served
A. J. °titian& Hefreihmenh . the members. Those 
present
were served to the clepsrtmen. - were Meechirnes Boyd.- Granarn,
',members from a tea table ' N irawerthS. Machey, -Armstrong.
with a Thanksgiving- arrangth W riuriarh Boggess. T h •• m a s
mere of fruit and flowers. J tha. Charles Nanny. 
Christine
, Hue:eases f• r the atterrso r. haerman. J. B. Burkeen. and
were Messiames Ehrford Harris alsa Willie Jetton. Chhalren,
Herbert, Dorm. J. B. Farr.s sheir. were Andy Armirtrong.
Marvin Fuiten. Garva Gatlin anc hsnnis Burkeen Sad • Ronnie
3. yd.
Monday. November 25
• The American Legion 
Auxili-
ary will Meet at the Lemon 
Hall
at seven o'clesk in the evening.
Mrs. Allen Austin, district pixie-
dent from Fulton, will be the
gueat weaker.
. • • • • •
Circle V of the First Metho-
dist Church will Meet at seven-
thirty o'clock a: the home 
of
Mrs. Robert Smith, 1012 Sharpe.
• • •
rm. • WMS of the Memorial
Bh.:..sx Church will hold as
Robert Etherten
War -
s
4
SWAN ON 3,00aJARE RUN-The C. S Alr Force has hist 
diseased
that its inter-cora:nen:al guided rr.issile Snark (top) delivered
"wah unprecedented accuracy" a simulated hydrogen warhehl on
a target 5 tlfi0 trines away front the point of launching.in Florida.
The Air Force announcement said that the October 31 flight of
the Sna-k demonstrated the -missile's ability to place a nuclear
warhead oa Nag target la the world. (latentatenal Seandvhoso)
Mrs. Roger Bryan of Livonia,
l Mich., has returned to Paducah
after spending several days with
her aster, ltaris h Norman Klapp
and Mr. Klapp. Mrs. Bryan was
_ to Paduoat three weeks
ago due to the dimes of her
mother, Mrs. - W. L. Johnston,
who as a patient at Sparks ;Rest
Home. Mrs. Kkapp reported her
inethers condition as somewhat
=prayed.
433 OES will meet at the Ma-
some Hail at 7:30 in the evell-
ing. An initiation service will
be held..
• • • • •
.1Irs. Itallanan
Hostess To L'hurch
,Group .1leet
Mrs. George Hallanan. Olive
i Street, was }toren to the Worn-
! erS3 Auxiliary -.4 the Si: John's
• Ephoopal Church at her hornet
• Wednesday. November 20 at 7:30
p.m.
Mrs. David Gowane. president
of the group. presided at the
buriness meetings. Mrs. Harry
Vrhayne. secretary and treasur-
er. read her reputes.
An ann ouncemere of the next
meet rig was made. It w.11 be a'
die home of Mrs. thgaeer Mc-
C ed. W eitilaw-n Ave.. December
18 at 1 p.m.
j. Setredwientis of fruit cake and
coffee were served by the hos-
tess. Mrs. Hallarian to Mesdames
Harry Whayne. David Gowan's,
Wayne Ihckeh. Wal:er McCord,
and Ted Clack.
• • • •
White House
Cook Proud
• • •
Tuesday. November 26
The Gladys McElrath BWC of
"the Memorial Baptist Church 
of R
*i:], tilt& at the chustah at 3:43
p.m. The program will be from
the Mhanin Study book and will
be taught by Ilea; Ruth HOUS-
By GAY PAULEY
NE ie
has. rahhiaa... chairman of thae 
United Press Staff Correspondent
ch - The man
member is asked to bring
Blood River Association. Ea 
W YORK l
who - until six months ago was
covered dish and all ladies of 
chief cook at the White House
says President Eisenhower never
the church are invited to attend.
ecord
• • ' _hi:Teen:le ill from any of his dishes.• • •
,c. Lydian class of 
the
First But he said one of his beef stews
stE a„.tre..J.stCl kturch. in ..aiewak evm.Itg a t 
owe. upset the First Lady.
n 0.c1oc en Czech-born Francois Rysayy, a
prthe„hom.e Mu: .,MLarsuri. R. Li . 
:.ward. heteran of aii years in hotel
DulTa
Gr. hp 1,11 is in change of th.e
years supervised preparation
and 'pirvate kitchens here and
n h abroad, for two 
the 
and one-hail
gr...Lip) capta.n. of all White House meals.
• • • • He retired in June of this
yu:eLderay.y Nsavacrnichaberpt 
)11-°- a few days before President Eti-
year - as it happened, Jest
senhower had a headlined run-in
With blueberry pie. The upset
caused a -sympathy pain" on
Wall Street and the stuck market
dropped sharply.
was vastly relieved that
I was not the Chef," said Rysavy,
in a book, -White House Chef'
(G. P. Putnam's), published to-
day. '
'1 can safely say," he added.
"that the President had never
'offered a stomach reversal on
my account." He hurriedly point-
ed out that the Eisenhower ileitis
attack "happened after a dinner
at a Washmgon hotel."
'rest Fork 1111S
.1Ieet Recently
saia. he pa N. insw•irthy was
h 'stems to the -meeting 4 the
Woman's Mihienary Society of
•he West F •rk Baptist Church.
Thursday. Nevembee 14 at seven
:Schick' in the evening.
The rutty of the mission book
-Continent in Co:rano:ion". was
discussed by Mrs. Ruth Houston,
guest hacher.
Refreshments were served by
Nfprswyrthy t. Mesdames
Mohena • Butter-hi ir• h. J. R. Story,
Bobby Johnia.in. Fest us Story.
Richard Arrnatrong. Jack Nors-
w athy. Miss Houaton and 'Miss
Ma sine H• ..n
• . • • •
FIRST RUSSIAN JET LANDS
LONDON lit - Bud.henahliedio
said today that the-Jarst Russian
jet TU-104 airlinhr has arrived
ji the Hungarian capital from
11105CnIV. The broadcast said the
plane landed Tuesday to inagu-
rate a regular weekly schedule
...
ausp-Trii, is wreckage In Chantonnay, France, where a two-car Debt loaded with faimers
in routrtti a fair smashed headonlato a freight., leaving28.'dead. (huDiniettosalBoandphoto) •
a
•
•
•
%Rilemmissemonmemiwa 
SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON
Dr. H. C. Chiles
CHRISTIAN GIVING
After writing upon the exalted
theme of the Resurrection Paul
concluded the marvelous fifteen-
th chapter of Finn Corinthians
by strongly urging his readers to
be "always abounding in the
work of the Lord." One part
of "the ''' work of the Lord,"
which is to be done, kke all
Christian work, in the inspira-
tion • of the resurrection hope,
is a- most intimate union be-
tween doctrine and duty, for
those Who truly believe that
Christ has been raised from the
dead there is no alterrelye ex-
eeerat to contribute to be work
of he Lord.
•This lesson teaches us that
every child of God is required to
give of that which the Lord
has entrusted to him for the
support of the work. Those
Christians who are faithlul in
their cultivation of the grace of
giving wild discover that it
rnaniders effectively to the*
spiritual growth.
I. The Directions For Giving.
I Corinthians 16:1-4.
Several factors accounted fur
the obvious need on the pewit of
the poor among the Christians in
Jerusalem for, whom collections
were being taken. They had un-
dergone fierce persecutions in
which many of them were driv-
en from their homes and had
their material possessions con-
were despised by the wealthy
people in the city on whom
they wer dpendent for ihmploy-
merit, so they lost their oppor-
tunity to earn a livetiphoOd.
Paul took it for granted that
it was the Annale Ctuhation
duty of the Corinthians to as-
sist their Hebrew brethren in
Christ in thcsr dire need. Ac-
quainted valh - the conclit ions
which prevated among both the
Hebrew and Gentile Christians,
the Apostle laid the responei-
LulaY upun the latter of mulls-
tering to the needs of the
former,
L. The collection of the gifts.
Verses 1-2.
This collection of gifts was
TV SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, AM-PM
11:00 This ls The Answer
11h0 Faith For Today
12:00 Terrytoons
12:30 'Wild Bill Hickok
1:00' Pro Football
3:30 Family Conference
4:06 Twentieth Century
5:00 Federal Men
5:30 ) If You Had A Million
*MU Lassie
6:30 Bachelor Father
7:011 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
/MO Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $64,000 Challenge
9:30 What's My Line
10110 Vieathervape
10:05 Million Dollar Moves
12,00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AN, MONDAY THRU 'FRIDAY
6.33 Channel Is Farm Report
6:45 Speer Family
7:00 Jimmy Dean
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & Weather
8:00 Captain Kangai uo
8:45 CBS News
.8:55' Morning News St Weather
10:00 Garry lhoore
91i0 Arthur Godfrey Time
Except Friday, Garry Moore)
10.30 Strike It • Rich
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Loth of Life
"'Nit Seltrh Fit Tomorrow
11:45 The- Guiding Light
12:00 Bugh,Bunny Party (Noon)
PM, MONDAY 1 HRU FRIDAY
12.211 Telescope
12.2a CBS News
12.30 As The World Turns
1:00 Beat The Clock
130 Hume Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 The- 'Verdict Is Yours
3.00 The Brighter Day
3:15 The Secret Storm ,
3:30 The Edge of Night
4.00 The Big Show
-- Ne v.) sbea t
5.45 Doug Edwards & News
PM, MONDAY
6:00 Popeye- and Friends
6:30 Robin Hood
. 7:00 Burns and Allen
7:30 Talent Scouts
8:00 Danny Thomas Show
8.30 DuPont Show of Month
10.00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
h
PM, TUESDAY
6:00 pt-ye and Friends
half . hire That Time
•
*SS
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10.30
10:40
10:45
12:00
7:00 High Adventure with
LoWell Thomas
800 To Tell The Truth
&30 Red Skelton
9:00 $64.000 Question
930 Silent Sere ice
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
-6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
10,00
10:10
10:15
12:00
not to be taken for themselves
or for use in their local work,
but It as to go to their fellow-
Christians Whom they had never
wren. As Paul thought of both
the Gentile and Jewish Chris-
tians, he was convinced that the
giving • of the former to supply
the needs of the latter- would
cement the litinchs of love be-
tween them, which was sorely
needed.
precious and was needed for
such as preaching the Word of
G•id. Paul declined to be a
money-raiser for them. lw a ys
careful that everything should
be done an a manner that
would commend itself to all fair
-minded people, Raul refused to
solicit funds for the poor, lent
tickle might have given some
critic the opportunity to say,
"Hhe is feathering his own nest."
To avert such a sensibility, he
urged them to proceed with the
making of their contributions,
thereby obviating the necessity
of raising the money when he
arrived on the scene.
His instructions to the Corin-
thians conitaan some very clt-ar
directions as to how all ChriA-
tians should give. Their giving
should be:
PM, WEDNESDAY
Popeye And Friends
I Love Lucy
The Big Record
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
Armstrong Circle Theatre
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
( I) Period ic - -" thin the first
clay of the week."
How appropriate that •our giv-
ing should be done on the Lord's
Day, thek day which commemor-
ates Ghent's. resurrection, and
the one on which we assemble
for pubhc worship: This is the
appointed time for gifts to be
made to the Lord's work. Fur-
thermore, making it a regular
and weekly matter insures its
being done, makes it either, and
enables one to eiv more than
he- could or would •itherwise,
(2) Persunral--"Let every one
of you."
Giving muet be personal. Each
child of God is obligated to do
what he can to advance the
muse (4 Christ No one is ex-
PM, THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
7:00 Harbourmaster
7:30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 9(l
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 'Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, FRIDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30, LeLave It To Beaver
7:00 Trackdewrt
7:30 Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams and Eve
Harbor Command
The Lineup
Person To Person
Schlitz Playhouse
Shell-Big Nest's
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
 --- -
AM, SATURDAY
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
9:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
10:00 Susan's Show .-
10:30 Saturday Playhouse
11:00 Jimmy Dean
12:00 Big Show (Noon)
PM, SATURDAY
1:30 TBA
2:00 Professional Hockey
4:30 See It Now
5:30 Annie Oakley
6:00 Woods 'N Waters
6:30 Perry Mason Show
7:30 Dick and the Duchess
8:00 Gale Storm Show
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
901 Gunsmoke
9:30 The Gray Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movie
11t1 Sign
•
SATURDAY - NOVEM
umphs opposition always 
arises.
God's obedielit Children 
roust
keep their eyes on their 
oppor-
tunities ineteed of their 
op-
ponents.
Paul was very aesirou.s 
that
the Corinthian': would give his
youltful, timid and hur
nbleflfl....„
youthful timid and • 
Munble
friend and co-worker, Timothy,
when e
a cordial receedion
arrived in their midst. He as-
sured them that he was 
serving
the Lord in a capable, corn
-
mendable hid self-effacing 
=in-
set.
Remembering that Apollos had
lien in ()math before and
rendered a helpful service there,
Paul wanted ham to return to
them immediately for, another
period of usefulness. Applies
itoriaudetth that---it wee -Dot Uii
keeping - with . the - dieing will
for turn to do so then, but in-
cacihed that he Wouki yeah
them as soon as the Lord led
him in that direction. In this
decision Paul gladly acquieesed,
thus recognizing his brother as
an obedient servant a ha Lord.
III. The Demands On Christ-
iana. I Corinthians 16:13-14.
I. "Watch-ye."
It Is of the utmost importance
that we should set a watch
over our houghits-, words and
actions. Let us ever be on the
watch against dangers from
without, the former of whicb
are the greater.
2. -Stand fast in the faith ."
Strike the roots of your firth
deep into the anal - of God's
truth and be steadfast.
3. "Qtatt you Like men"
Shiny a-putsch:lets n kn.
the manly part.
4. "Be strong."
Be strong in faith, in
and in • losalty to Christ.
5. -Lot all yiuur things Is.
With charity."
love thould control our thoughts,
motives, words and deeds.
empt from the responsibility to
proptig,ate the mewl of Christ
regardkes of the smallness of
his means. NNorte should miss
the joy and bleating of giving.
(3) Provident--"Lay by him in
Store."
U Christians are to have mon-
ey to give for the support of
the Lord's work, they must not
spend all of their incume upon
thernaelves and others, but they
must lay by some regularly.
(4) Piopurttenate--eAs God hith
prospared hiss."
Giving should be in accordance
with one's ability. One should
never expect this to be leas
than the tithe. How can any
Chrsettan, who is under grace,
be willing to give any leh than
the Jew, who was under the
law, was required, to give. 'Al-
ter all. "The tithe is the Lord's."
Careful and Liberal giving is an
excellent moiled of expressing
sincere appreciation for God's
Children should bring His mon-
ey into His hou.se on the Lord's
Day for the support of His
work and the glory of His name.
2. The conveyors of the gifts.
Verses 3-4.
As an evidence of his wise anal
tactful leadeisitip. Paul suggest -
ed that the Curinthians seleas
some reenlist eand reap insibli,
persons to convey their gifts
Jrusalem. In the event l!..
!Could as. desire his sere ice
responsible persolhaul . (
Paul expressed a whin/nee to
accompany their approved con-
veyors of their gifts to their
destination. Would that all Ser-
ear= of Christ were as careful I
as the Apostle in the . propsr
handling and .sirreuhting for ea-
gifts of the Christiana
Oorinthitta•
Paul had planned to via-at the
winter vi)th them. but, as always:,
Isis plans wee stibject tsr. the
Itord'S will to which he • height
to conform. He let them know
that he had adopted GCS el•s
will as the rule of his life and
ettied ready to do that will as
it was revealed to him, no mat-
ter what it might be.
There were two good reasons
Per • the Lord having Paul to
I( inger--epporturrhah and-oppesi-
hon. There was nothing un-
usual about that, because wher-
ever 1.11.) p..spel .14 Christ hi-
- -
Ant
love
dune
Oil Producers
Hardy Lot
RECORD HOLDER DIES
SHREVEPORT, La. - Lt:
Col. John C. Lewis, 36, veteran
Air Force pilot who set a toasts
to-coast speed record for a me-
dium bomber in 1955, and his
wife, the former Sadie Kappel.
were killed when their car col-
lided with a train at Booster
City. La. Lewis was from Frost-
burg, Md.
-By ELMER C. WALZER
United Press Financial Editor
NEW YORK 411 -The inde
pendent oil producers of the
don are a hardy lot and eac
one has his own opinions on th
oil industry.
But they agree there ought
be sotluss common ground fo
iniproving the industry to pre-
vent what they seem to agree
is the worst thing it faces.
In an advertisement in the
Houston papers they se forth
this fear of a fight "to
ripple eh& finally dtalaith the
industey." )
They see recent alibtchs on the
oil industry -as but a poriAg a
larger plan to divide and eon-
quer sinned at the eventual is,.
tsonaliaation and socialization of
all indutitry."
The oil men of Texas feel Vie
gas industry already is sticialin-
Ph under the ridings of the Fed
eral Power Commission white
has the power to fix prices la
interstate commerce.
Just now Texas oil wells are
allowed to operate 12 days a
month, a severe blow to the
wilckutters who use the income
from their wells to pay their
bank loans. ,
The daily klIttwuble, however,
is higher th hva a year 54,
and even fewer days )11P
output the total production
far this year is not much undt.:-
the level of a 'our ago. But it
still /units the Well drillers anq
fewer wells are 'being drilled.
AS WWI Street views the •al
situation, the reduction in out-
put is not unfavorable since it
Ls helping reduce heavy ins-en.
tunes if oil Products.
POLLUTED AIR CITED
NEW YORK 411 -• Dr. Leonard
Greenburg, New York city com-
missioner of Air Pullution Con-
trol, said today-. that city air
pollution from gasoline and diesel
exhaust fumes is apparently a
major factor in causing not only
lung cancer But other -pulmonary
diseases.
•
RESTRICTIONS LIFTED
VIENNA eel - The first news-
paper stand to sell western news-
papers in Communist Romani
will be opened shortly in Bucha
rest, it was 'reported today. The
Romanian Daily Scinteia said the
"special stand" will .w1.1 'papers
and magazine "from France,
Austria and other western coun-
tries."
Mat EL Churchill
Funeral House
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service -
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
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1 Producers
irdy Lot
By ELMER C. WALZER
bed Press Financial Editor
mi YORK el -The inde
ent oil producers of the -na
are a hiardy lot and eau-
has his own opinions on th
nelu.stry.
It they agree there ought
sonic °senator' ground Si
wing the industry to pre-
what they seem to agree
Le worst thing it faces,
an advertibernent in the
51.0n papers they se forth
foar of a fight "to Amid
At and' *Amity Amur the
• -
ley see recent attacks on the
industry "lie but a part 'of A
er plan to divide and eon-
: aimed at the eventual ria-
aliaation and socialization of
indusitry."
he oil men of Texas feel ths
indiustry already is a:vials-1
Ander the rulings of the Fed
Power Commisaion
the power to fix prices i
ratate oonrunerce.
ust now Texas oil wells are
wed to operate 12 days a
uh, a severe blow to the
boaters Who use the income
n their weils to pay their
k loans.
lie daily liglosable, however,
ligher titt trig a year aise
even fewer drays
put the total production
this year is not much under
level of a acar ago. But it
I hurts the Well drillers and,
rer wells are. being driBed.
Ls Wall Street views the oil
iation, the reduction in out.
is not unfavorable since
helping reduce Matey inven-
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RESTRICTIONS LIFTED
rIENNA VI - The first news-
ier stand to sell western new.-
iers In Communist ROITIJI..
I be opened shortly In Bucha
I, it was 'reported today. The
manian Daily Scinteia said the
iecral stand" will sell 'papers
magazine "from France,
:stria and other western court-
Max H. Churchill
Funeral House
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with Oxygen
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:4 per word for on• day, minimum of 17 words for We -.. So per word for three fern etimatfied ada are payable In Namara
FOR SALE
-have the triply arida. No dawn11
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay. Hume Comfort Co., 18th and
Main Street. Ph. '1303. D17C
sharo 'JO white Cadillac. con-
wale. Power windows, seats,
.de walls. Bargain price,
alone town. Telephone 752-W.
_
54 CHEVY; 2-door, seat covers,
new aria, going at $595. Lanip-
kins Motor Sales, 3rd & Maple.
--mac
3 bedroom frame house.
oaths, garage and utility
et Lwrts tady lot. Can
a _said iloy_i!initionle.. _Cli 913.
•--
0 NIILCH COWS, 6 Jerseys, 4
bk.eins, young cows, fresh or
r be fresh soon. Dave Gore, Rt.
Hopkinsville, Ky., call 6-2693.
N29P
K..)K! Ten Alum storm win-
ws with Aluni screen and one
ss $189 installed. We also
I HAVE several good used wash-
ing machine% priced for quick
sale. See G. Iticliaadson, 407 So.
a or phene .14L23C.
2 PORTABLE electric heaters,
practically new. In good conch-
lion. Mrs. J. I. Musick. Phone
674. ' N23C
'55 SI UDEBAKER. V-8 Gam;
mender , hardt op.- automatic
t ra stem Pei sn. "Looking for a
h.arie." Lampkine Motor lales,
3rd & Maple. Ph. 519. N23C
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Stalk
6-Munic: a/
written
t-l'Art of church
1:-Atinent-
tuiroAnes/
15-1:e ill
.16,-Itenewat•
17-14urinese
de 
111-Artaielal
language
IS-K.....
20-Indclinite
artols
St-Itehrew letter
23-rooti program
24--Gron•
ff.--Itarkx left by
wounds
211-taiselissod
Vs-Weaken
32-Sheet of alas,
34-Actual being
sa-Part of circle
Zit-Farm animal
31-14m:omit at LOU
34--Watkral
' 
.
unsteadily 
114-.7,;eOly •-taarrled
wiamm
41-Three-toed
sloth
45-Parent (cone%)
43-Escape
44-Pronoun
44-Allow
44-Fracas
60-Man's
ni.•kname
51-aterrien
1.3-Ethiopian title
fie-Si:mei, unit
of currett,y
47-1'ocins
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1--1tox
3--theup of three
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzi•
121418 01001iil MOO
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120e4 0140131311111102)
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MN, l•••• 1.61.0*
3-Lamprey
4-A state (abbr.)
6-Aroma
11-11eloily
7-Simiaa
111-Near
11-Metal
fastener
111-eleaoloor
substance
11-1Ieraldry:
grafted
15-lint,.12-nbe
14-Cognizant Of
19-eonfla sr91
ti--lameass point
"3-Vr..h.-
21-1.:vergteen tree
iit
(-hared
t
.7-Tranxporteni
5g-I 4-tintalie•
341-1:ather
at-Fondle
33-ftace of lettuce
34-fireat Lake
17-Algon.i.lan
India.
51--I'rinter's
messier
40--eon se...rated
41-Century plant
45-Level
47.-1..amorey•
47-Knock
45--Prriod of time
3"-11 st,in (.f.%)
Si to 1Loy
CUSH-MAN Motor Scooters. Place
your orders now. Excellent
Christmas gifts. See M. G. Rich-
ardson, or dill 74, Murray.
N23C
4 NOTICE
Bargains in. evergreens. Dug and
ready to go. Quality steak, Or-
namental pepper in pots. Shupe
Nurseries; Sedalia, Kentucky:
N30C
INSIDE PAINTING. Also work
stopping leaks in basement. Call
1040-W. N25P
CAR OWNERS. We are provid-
ing family automobile insurance
at 25% below normal rates. Pur-
dom and Thunman Insurance,
soishside Court Square, Ph. 842
or 847. 'ITC
Opportunity
Opporunity is knocking at
your door. A Large mutual
insurance company viants rep-
resentatives; part time or full
time to sell tire, auto, life,
casualty insurance in this lo-
cality. Send written inquiry
giving age, qualifications. You
can .oarn while you learn.
R. D. Bradley, District Manag-
er for the Purchase emirates,
Pryor3burg, Kentucky. Phone
F.M. 6-3886. . N26C
SALE STILL ON at N. B. Ellis
00. Everything leas than cost.
Still tot of china, crystal, gifts
.hardware, paints and oil heaters.
N23C
Office cluttered up with coats,
rain coats, hats and umbrellast
We hetie the anawar. Lyon Steel
coat racks' hes filly f.34114Id
in soft harmon- it Gray Baked
Enamel...a rea!ly durable and
long lasting finish. Constructed
of sturdy, formed square tubular
uprights; cantilever shelves: skid
domes on base to protect floors.
The racks with a capacity of
12, are equipped with attractive
hardwood hangers with steel
hooks. See them now on display
at the Ofifce Supply Department
of The Daily Ledger & Times.
Phone 55. TF
- 
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I SAT BY, tee fire • long time
I that evening after the others
had gone to sleep, trying to think
of some way out of this without
forcing a nettle. I thought every-
body was asleep but after a while
Johnny Strong got up from where
he'd been lying with his head on
bla saddle 
and squatted beside me
at the fire.
"Better go to bed. Dave." he
sal& -You- ain't finding no an-
swers here.'
"Thought milyhe I would If I
stayed here Ion;: enough," I said
"No. you won't," Johnny said
"But there's one thing you've got
to do. We're like • rooster with
his head chopped off: lust 
flop-
ping around. Come morning
3iiti've got to start giving orders."
I lo.:ced at hum an the At.' t.
that flickered on-his dark. bon3
tare. I reioemhered he'd rule •11
:fur Rafter 3 years ago Ile . d
the came tough. 
eriiiiii•ateat way
about him that etaratterieed the
cowboys who rode for Vie Tell
now. But there was a -difference
Ife'd been gentled by a Wile and
baby, and I was sure that nobody
would ever gentle Toll.
"1 can't, Johnny." said. "I'm
only twenty years old. I can't tell
men (Ike you and Frank what to
do." .
s-Yes, you cate" Johnny said.
"Renieniber the day 3.(iiir pa was
killed and I told you that you had
a lot of Joe Munro in you? That
was seven months ego. You've
got a lot more now than you had
then. I've seen :t grow, Dave."
I shook my head. "Give me ten
years. Johnny."
"You naven't got ten years.
You haven't got ten days. Ir ain't
sure you've even got ten hours!
This is now. Dave. Cut off the
head of a snake and he ain't
gonna do you no hurt. That's the
way it is with Rafter 3"
"You want Mg to jump Toll?"
I asked.
"No, he'd kill you. He'd kill any
of us. I've seen him use his fists
and I've seen him draw a gun
Frank Onnee is as etrorg as a
Stud hors., but Toll would mot-
der him. That's what he wants,/
Dave, He'll try to bait Its into
doing the wrong thing."
"I guess I'm pat not bright
enssugh to see what you're driving
at," I mud. 
•
"1 don't knew myself," he ad-
mitted. "If I had any nnswers,
I'd sure tell you. I just know two
thinga. You've got to figure out
the right thing to do and you've
assaaaes- saes- eis a
e •
was just as formidable as Vic
Toll. I couldn't help thinking what
a couple they would have made.
The judge entered the court-
room front his chambers and
stalked to his desk. He said, his
voice tremendous for so small a
man: -The court of tins judicial
district Is now in session. First
case it the State versus Bess Nor-
dine. The defendant is caarged
with the larceny of one steer be-
longing to the Rafter 3 ranch
But Vie Toll, for all of his, be. owned by Cameron Runyan."
ing a legend, was flesh and blood. He paused, and drawing a long.
He could be whipped. He could be barreled revolver from his waist.
killed. But how? When I finally band, laid it on the desk. Ed
lay down to sleep, I still didn't Veach said that was whets he
have the answer. • might do, but I hadn't belie‘ed it.
We were standing In front of There was something ludicrous
the hotel the next morning when about the whole thing, but no one
Rafter 3 rode into town, and I laughed. The first man who
was forcibly reminded of all the laughed would have been held in
things I had thought about the contempt, and I was sure Brun-
night before. Toll riding in front, dage would have made it stick.
completely ignored us. So did his Jognny Strong and I were In
men That was part of the game. the' back, so I was unable to ace
We weren't worth noucing. the faces of any of our friends,
But you couldn't help noticing but I could see the backs of their
Vic Toll any more than an insist- heads, their necks, and their
reticent bit of steel can heJp being shoulders. Every one of those
drawn to a powerful magnet. He men was gripped by • muscular
must have finished growing ten tension that was a sort of paraly-
yeerir ago, but every time I saw sis. Then I looked down at my
him he looked bigger and more hands, clenched so tightly the
formidable than he had the time knuckles were white,
before, his great chin more pow- I wasn't any better than Frank
eyfnUtfe_hooked nose more dotal- Dance and Riley MacKay and
 the
neering. Test Johnny Strong, sitting 
he.
The courtroom wasn't larg!„a lade me, was no different. Vi'••
and we weren't able to sit to- were all thinking the same thine
gether in a block as we had I knew: that Bess Nord
ine hail
hoped. FA Veach was up in front become more than the defend
ant
with Si Beam. I knew, then, that in this trial; she was
 a symbol et
what I had suspected all the time all we had fought for a
nd were
was true. He'd been keeping still fighting for.
Beam under cover. But it was more
 even than
Toll led his men into the court- that Here it was. pi
nned down
room a minute or two after we in this li
ttle courtroom: our
sat down. He went right upsthe future, 
our lives, our property.
aisle to the front. The two rows and even our 
rights as citizens.
on the left were filled, but that Either Vic 
Toll made a mockery
didn't stop Toll He said. "We'll of law.
 or Bess went free. To me
take these seats." and be it was that 
simple,
hanged if very one of those men "I wa
nt to say a few things be-
didn't get up and let Rafter 3 fore th
is trial gets under way,"
have them. I glanced at Johnny Brundag
e said. "My court is
Atrong, who nodded at me. Every. never a
 formal one. The reason
thing he'd said the night before Is 
simple: justice is often lost
was confirmed by this one bully. 
among legal technicalities. Our
ing act 
criminal laWs are designed to pro.
Gil was sin the front row a t
ect the innocent as well as
society in general. My duty is tn
couple of Beats from Veach. Bess
and her lawyer, Judson. at at a 
see that this purpose is carried
tattle on the other side of. the oat"
railing. As al . expected, Bess !Dave deride* that Sic Toll
Mafia prattled up or the aces- must die. •nre to follow
sion. But she sat stralght-backed.
holding her heal high and proud, 
Hie isteitwneefill build-up In
and to nit' she was a strong.
' Monday's Inidallitient of "Des-
hindSome woman. In her way she 
perato Man."
t. is Iii: I dOiLrthe
wrong thing, or we'll get man.
sacred"
He got up end walked awas
He hadn't helped much, unless
pointing out what the wrong
thing was. He'd done that maybe
without even knowing it. Before
we left the park.' I thought that
we had to promote • fight if Toll
didn't Now I was convinced that
was exactly what Toll wanted
and expected us to do.
sae.
I\
FOR RENT 1
MODERN three toom upstairs
apartment., hardwood floors, priv-
ate bath -and entrance and plenty
closet rliom. Heat, water and
electricity furnished. 309 N. 4th„
Street. Phone 236 or see A. G.
Outland, National Hotel. N26P
4 ROOM HOUSE, electrically
heated. Located downtown. Phone
1126. . N26C
I ROOM HOUSE VI miles MA
Cadiz Road. Phone 323 or 976-J-3.
N26C
2 ROOM faiwrietairs apartment.
Utilities furnished, for man and
wife. Cuachaater Rd., near Five
Points. Call 1625. nights. N24P
APARTMENT roR RENT: 3-
rooms, private entrance, private
bath, ground floor, electric heat.
Phone 1975 or 1656-.1. NTF
THREE R 00 M UNf urnished
apartment. Private bath, near
town. Call 230. TIC
FSERVICES OFFERED
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt aervice 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union Citi,
1306.
J. 
LOST: Bird clog, 20 Mos. old
female, senile and liver spots,
named Susie. Wearing (toter but
no name plate. Lest seen yes-
terday near Old Salem church.
Loyd Boyd, phone 1774. N25C
LOST & FOUND
Successful ...
(Continued frirm Page On)
first penetration into interplane-
e 1
:ary space. The initial announce-
ment of the project was made
here Friday.
He said that only two of the
original pellets were tracked and
scientists "had no control of what
direction the pellets would take
after the explosion. It was in-
dicated that as many as 1.000
pellets were used.
The launching was explained
this way: A 1,100 pound Aerobee
rocket, in effect a three stage
rocket, carried a nose tip con-
aluminum pellets and explosives.'
taining three "shape eharges"sof 
,The Aerobee automatically sepa-
rated at the 35 mile point and
the nose tip continued 19 more
miles upwards where it exploded,
blasting the aluminum pellett
into space.
Brighter Than Stars
The blast of t he "shaped
charge" was very bright -_,5600
times brighter than the -Wviet
Sputniks and more brilliant than
any 'star in the heavens, accord-
ing to reports from obsereers
at the Mt. Palomar Observatpry
some 600 miles away.
Scientists said that roost of
the "grape-shot" pellets probably
burned up within the first half-
mile of flight. But at least two
of the meteorites definitely es-
caped the earth's grvity.
The bright glow of. Shese ob-
jects , as they battled the forces
of space enabled' scientists to
record the 'experiment on film
with a ballistic camera.
First reports indicated the me-
teors "might" have gone into
interplanetary space but Dubin
said Friday night that more re-
cent evaluations proved that 1hey
had "unquestionably" escaped
gravity.
FIVE MONTHS white and liner
pointer. Wearing a collar but
I
s name. Call 710 if found. N26C
ROCKET LAUNCHER
-SR
NEW, YORK Ni - A sign in ea
81h A‘e. bar advertised "Sputnik
the moon."
Colts...
—.--.---
PAGE FIVE
Rocket Undamaged
The- Aerobee rocket, following
the -shape charge" by.• two or
Loree miles, was undamaged by
the explosion at .the 56 mile
point. It was recovered by scieral
lists about 20 miles from the
blasting test area.
Dubin said the rocket contain-
ed intact instruments which gave
information on cosmic rays and
also meteoric dust existing natur-
ally in the upper atmosphere.
The experiment, which was
suggested by Prof. Fritz Zwicky
ot the California Institute of
Technology. was first attempted
on 1947 usirrg former German
V-2 rockets. The Oct. 16 project,
however, was the first successful
attempt and followed a series of
failures-, sciefai.ts said -
(Continued from Page One)
Murray scored a total of 30
field goals compared to 22 for
Kirksey. The Eagles . led in the
three throw department hitting
23 of 46 attempts for' 50 -per
cen while Murray hit 14 out of
31 for 45 per cent. The -Colts
were charged with 27 personal
!outs with 22 being called on
the Eagles.
Murray Training won the B
team game. Young and Childs
were the officials.
MTS 20 35 53 74
Kirksey 19 36 51 67
Murray Tenet. (74)
J. Shroat 18, Parker 2, Rogers
Suiter 7, Vaughn 7. Harrell
Burton 4, Thompson 6.
Kirkesay (ISO
ID. Edwards 16. E. Janes 14,
Reeder 12, Key 19, Bazzell 8.
HAMM'
, I SURE CATCI-4
IT-COMING HO/AE
SO LATE
$500,000 ROBBERY-Max Mon-
derer. 47, New York diamond
salesman. tells Detroit police
how a lone bandit 'tired tear
gas at him in the lobby of a
Detroit office building and got
away with $500,000 worth of
diamonds. (International)
.17
NOME-MADE ROCKET-Michael Kelly 
(left), 17. and John FL Davis,
16, are shown in Washington with the 
home-made rocket they will
latinch Nov, 23 with the hope that
 the project will bolster Presi-
dent Eisenhower's faith in the scien
tific future of America's youth..
The 60-inch missile was built out 
of steel piping. The Army has
agreed to let the preparatory school 
students set up a launching
platform at Camp Hill. Virginia. 
(International Soundmjtoto)
THE
RAVEN   BOOK SHOP
202 South .Fourth Street
JANE McRANEY
AND
LILLIAN LOWRY
Invite You To Come In and
QUALITY MAGAZINES
FICTION and NON-FICTION
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
QUALITY PAPERBACKS
RELIGIOUS BOOKS and BIBLES
THE
Browse
RAVEN BOOK SHOP
FORMERLY PRINTED POWER
t
wombam.
Jane Mansfield stars with Tony
Randall in "W LL SUCCESS! 
Dale & Stubblefield Drug
SPOIL ROCK HUNTER-. It
starts Sunday at the Varsity L.
Theatre.
PRESCRIPTIONS
ABBIE au' SLATS -
CAN I HELP
YOU, MA'M?
YES - I WANT
SOME ROPE
by Ernie Bushmiller-
." WHAT KIND,
MISS ?
I
A •
S. -
11.117IS IAAA Awe.
by Raeburn Van Buren
P-CPE -
THE STRONGEST
THAT'S MADE !
•
41,17 1
LIL' ABNER
IT'S THE
USUAL
SADIE
HAWK INS
DAY
WEATHER-
GRIM,
AND
THREATENING
3
•
(•/0' ALL KNOWS .T4 RULES!!
AT THIIIIIEST SHOT, YO'
FRIGHTENED RATS 0'
BACHELORS RUNS!!
4.1
G.42. C
•
by Al Cap
-AT TH' SECOND SHOT, TH'-(1600T-DOGPA
TCH BELLES
RUNS NOWLIN' AN' CLAWIN' AFTER YO'!!-A
N''
BACHELOR DRUG BACK OVER TH' LINE BEFO
'
SUNDOWN GOT TA MARRY TH'-sHuDDERff-
YOUNG LADY WHUT DRUG HIM ff.:, 
 7Cde
..0141 /•
-
- - s'''"1°,WT.S•!',IRI'Mealeeedeaas
•
•
•
•
a
ffsiffle-seiesitaraaesia—eisere•—_
loa
a.
rArT TT
Maki
•e•
•
P :1.' Tit',
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Telephone 1685
Weddings Locals
Club News Activities
Fashion Parade
Entertains Home
Department Club.
A :este- n miriade was the
pr gram for the Herne Depart-
ment .1 the Merrray Went-in%
Club sat their regular meeting:
Neveriber 21 at 230
Lie_th;e- altehicion. Mrs. Leeman:it_
Vaughn cure in charge of the
Pregrarn.
The fashien parade "ntedele"
were members of the depart-
ment, wearing their own meet
becoming Sunday best utr.fit.
Ski: scenes depeceed were a tea
party. going to thurch, attending
a footbehl game and Chre ena.s
Mrs. D. F McConnell furnish-
ed the piano maw. Her selec-
nom were classical, old facerroes
and popular S&OS 
am.
Mrs. 0. C. .Wtile..5t nly.ta,
member in onetime. war: dressed Jr'is. Boyd Opens
a5 a gdy niu".' grandma 
would Home To Pet111 V
attend a tea The ace pmpanstat I H
SC was -Put On Y Mour Old O e ak124 ers Club
Grey Elennet." C The 7 he ..f Mrs 
Elmo Boyd
Members in the tea scene I tVaE ti,. scene ef the 
Penny
were Mesdamee H. T. Waldrop Humemakers C 1 u b meeting
.
Welter Baker. Bun Swann; N. Monday. November 18 at 10 
am.
P. Hutson; Marvin Fulten. anti Mrs. Delie Graham 
and Mrs.
A Doren. • Leota hihrscvorthy 
presented the
Chnstinae shoppers were Mes- ' maner Schnee' less 'Ti In 
-Low
dames Buford Harris. J. E. Lit- Cal inc Music" They 
demon-
tieton. L. R. Puthern. R. H. to shed. 7 2-. oir remark
s by crying
Stns. and Ceps:1u Beale. a special ealact wit
h the neces-
• Attending a &retail ei a m e eare food:. f. it a di
nner.
were Mesdames Nat Ryan The prose-Jere. -Mrs. 
'Ernest
Hughes. Frank Holcarrib, Tip Madreas prehded at :he 
meettieg.
thman. Guy BLIhnr.un, and C. 0. Mrs. Ricrard Armetning 
reed
Monday. November 25
The American Leon Adzili-
a*. wiLl meet, at the Legion Hall
at. seven o'clock in the eveni
ng.
Mrs. Allen Austin. district previa-
dere • ficans__Fehon. wi11 be the
guest weaker.
• • • • - ' -
Clrele V of the First Methe-
dist Charnel will meet at seven-
thirty o'clock at the home of
Mrs. Robert. Smith, 1012 Sharpe.
PERSONALS
Mrs. Roger Bryan of Livonia,
Mich., has returned to Paducah
after spending several clays with
her sister, Mrs. Nunnan Klapp
and Mr. Klapp. Mrs. Bryan was
called to Hacheah three weeks
ago due to the innate of her
mother, Mrs. L. Johnston,
who is a patient at Sparks Rest
Home. Mrs. Kkipp reported her
mother's cundition eamewhat
impreved.
The %VMS of the Memoma
• • • •
Baptist Church %vitt hold its
1 
general meeting at the church
at 7:30 p.m.
• • 0 •
Tuesday. November 26
The Gladys McErath BWC if
the Memorial Baptist Chu
n+,
will meet at the church at 
5:45'
p.m.p.m.The Program will be fr
om
the Mhsi In Study book and will
ee
_
be teught • by M Ruth Heik-
en. niesion chairman of the
13h.<1 River Ahdociation. Each
member is asked to bring a
ered dish and all ladies of
the church are invited to attend.
• • • e
The Lydian Class of the First
BaBaptistChurch will meet at
seven o'cluck in the evening at
the home. of Mrs. R. L. Ward.
Gie up nr - in charge of the
preerane Mrs. hatuene Duran is
geop captain.
• • • •
Tuesday, November 26
The Murray Star ...never No.
433 OFS will meet at the Ma-
pondurant. • the deveten from L,uke 17:11-17 sonic Hail at 7:30 in 
the even-
Church fp RVI'S were Mescbanlee f .1•V ed b) a pruyer led 
by aig, inneeen service will
Melee Linn. Luther Roberts, -re Mrs. Graham. Menutes the I be he
ed,
Witham Purdmi Richard Tuck. inevieus rneut-mg -x,re ll'abd by
0 C. Wells, and Charke Crack - Mrs. Rayenionc 
Werkinan. seere- ;
tura. :ary. Mrs. H. IS Beggess hiked
The buemess meeting the bieher.ng preceding dinner.
'conducted oc the„chaerman. Mn,. A pot luck dinner N7ZAS serve
d
SOCIAL CALENDAR
• Saturday. November 23
The Alpha - Department a the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club home apt 2:30 in the
afternoon. Dr. W. 3'. Steely will
thertet -to the En-op on eHis-tory.
'14.aletng Decons of the United
Sates Supreme Ccurt." Hostes-
ses are Mehdaines Sheleurn White,
E S. Mugu:se, Carlisie Ctechin,
W. S. Swann and Mese Frances
Brown.
• • • •
Monday. November 25
The Creaece Are Department
of the Murray Wernan's Cbub
wii me:1t al the club heivne at
10 a.m The program will be a
ems:nee:ion .4 Paper Mache.
Hosteem well be Mrs. K. T.
Crawford and Mrs. Freed Coth-
E
Mrs. Thollapan
If ostess To Church
A J. Outland. Retreseeneres to the members. Thee Pre-3e"1 Group Meet
were served to the departmen: a ere Mesdames Sued, Graham
, etre heeete haleanen, chive
enembers from a tea :able Si" N .reworthy. Madrey, An 
s.jthe ha„ heetes the Win-
with a Thanksgiving arrange- w rkrnen Eithggew• T !I'd s
 Auxiliary -id the St John's s
uffered a stomach reversal on
4 • •
White House
Cook Proud
ecordOf R
. By GAY PAULEY
' United Press Stan Correspondent
. NEW YORK an - The man
I who until six months ago was
chief cook at the White House
says •President Eisenhower never
Ibecame ill from any of his dishes.But he said one of his beef stewsi
once upset the First Lady.
Czech-born Francois Rysavy, a
teleran of 39 years in hotel
and pireate kitchens here and
. abroad, for twu and one-hail
years supervised the prepatation
ol all White House meals.
• He retired in June of this
year - as it happened, just
a few days before President Ei-
senhower had a headlined run-in
with blueberry pie. 'The upset
caused a "sympathy pain" on
Wall Street and the stock market
dropped 'sharply. • •
"I was vastly relieved that
I was: nut the chef," said Hysavy,
In a book, "White House Chef"
(G. P. Putnam's), published to-
day.
"I can safely say," he added.
"that the President had never
my account." He hurriedly point-
mere of fruit and Viewers. s. Cheles Nanny. 
Christine• Epteeepai hehrhe at her borne,
HUI 7 eSifp421 he hie ahem> r. J. B. Buriteen, and 
weethettay. isee.erne„ 20 at 730
were Mesdames Buford Hanle. Mee Welie J et tore Chlren p.m.
Herbert Dunn. J. B. , Farris. •resent were Andy Armetreng. ee
re Dated Gowan,. president
Marvin Paton. Gana Gatlin and D.-nnes !-- Burkeer. and 
Ronnie te the ge_hp. presided at the
business meetings. Mrs. Harry
Whgyne. secretary and treasur-
er, read her rehire.
An ann eincement if the next
meeting was, meth. It will be at
1 the hence kit Mrs Werer
i Ceti. W. i• dlacen-A‘e . December
; 18' at 1 p.m.
Robert E:ee--, Boyd.
'4.0010;-
SNARR ON S,000-411tE RUN-The c.!. Mr Terre has hid Illelfwed
that its Inter-ergo:nett ii gilded rrissile Snark (top) delivered
'teeth unprecedented accuracy" a sirr ulated hydrngen warhead on
a target 5.000 miles away from the pant of launching in Flo
rida.
The Air Force announcement said that the October 31 flig
ht of
tee Snark demonstrhed the missiles ability to place a 
nachar
warhead on any target in the World. (International Seurelpholo)
II
ed out that the Eisenhower liedis
attack "happened after a dinner
at a Washingon hotel."
1411121mmememsaimmemesei 
SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON
Dr. H. C. Chiles
CHRISTIAN GIVING
After writing upon the exalted
theme of the Resurrection, Paul
concluded the marvelous fifteen-
th chapter of Feet Corinthians
by eleoliglY urging his readers tq
be 'always abounding in, the
work of the Lord." One part
of . "the work of the _Lord,"
whioh is to be done, like: sa
Christian work, in the inspira-
tion of the resurrection hope,
is a meat intiinhate union be-
tween doctrine and duty, for
those veto truly believe that
Chris. has been raised hem the
dead there is no eater/hive ex-
cepat to contribute to he work
of he Lord.
This lemon teaches us that
every child of God is required to
give of that which the Lord
has entrusted to ham for the
'support of His work. Thoth
Christians who are faithful in
their cultivation of the grace of
giving will desecover that it
ouraidters effect ivedy to their
shirt :eel pawn-1.
I. The Directions For Giving,
1 Corinthians 16:1-4.
Several factors accounted for
the ebviotes need on the Exert of
the poor among the Chris:hens in
Jerusalem for whom cullections
were being taken. They had un-
dergone fierce persecutions in
which many of them were driv-
en from _their hemes arid had
their material porasemems cone
were despised by the wealthy
people in the city on whom
they veer dpendent for employ-
ment, so they keg their uppor-
ti.mity to earn a livehhieed.
Paul took it for granted that
it was the Arriple annertian
duty ef the Corinthians to as-
gut their Hebrew brethren in
Christ in hear dire need. Ac-
quainted with the coedit tuns
which prevailed among both the
Hebrew and Gentile Chris-earn,
the Apostle laid the reseponisi-
bllaty upun she letter of minis-
tering to the needs of the
farmer,
1. The collection of the gifts.
Verses 1-2.
This collection a gifts was
W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
_ Reireststnovs of fruit cake •and SUNDAY, AM-Pm
coffee were served by the has- 11:00 This Is The Ansv.er
tem. Mrs Haile-naii to hlesdarnesehise0 Faith For Today
Harm %Mayne. David Gentians. 12:00 terrytoons
Wayne Plckels, Waller McCord,
end Ted Clack.
Ihrest Fork
.1leet Recently
Mn' 1.4. .t .s N,,r5worthy was
h ,stesato Inc. meeting of the
Weriwn's Mihienary Snide' 1y of
the West h irk Baptist Church.
Thureday. Nevernber 14 at seven
e'cleck in 'he evening.
The *hely 'he missiosi book
'Continent in Commotion". was
discussed by Mrs. Ruth Houston.
geese teacher
Refreehrneres were served by
Mrs . Nirseeirty ei Mesdames
M dense Bute ewer h. J. R. Story,
Ilibby Johnson. Foetus Story,.
Richard Armenmg, Jack Nora-
w eshy. Mee lieutaten and Mee
Maxine Iterset:
FIRST RUSSIAN JET LANDS
- 'LONDON t - Budapest Radio
said ',day that the first Russian
jet TU-104 airliner has arrived
in the Hungarian capital from
Moscow. The broadcast said the
plane landed Tuesday to inagu-
rate a regular weekly schedule
'Da+ -41 •
21 enegD-This is wreckage In Chantonnay, France, where a tirar tree, loaded with farmers
sit rout* to a fair smashed laeadon Into a freget, leaving 2$ died. (leSerisettonal Bating/Mo)
-
•-
-77%•••• •
12:30 'Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Pro Football
330 Family Conference
4.00 Twentieth Century
5:W Federal Men -
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
830
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:05
12:00
If You Had A Million
Lassie
Bachelor Father
Ed Sullivan Show
G. E. Sunday Night theatre
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
What's My Line
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movice
Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
6.35 Criennel 5's Farm Report
6:45 Speer Family
7:00 Jimmy Dean
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & 'Neathcr
8:00 Captain Kangaiou
445 CBS News
6:55 Morning News & Weather -
eh° Garry lhoore
9:30 Arthur Godfrey Time
(Except _Friday, Garry Moore)
10:30 Strike It • Rich
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search Fur tomorrow
8:00
830
9:00
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
7:00 High Ad% t. mure with
Lowell Thomas
To Tell 1 he Truth
Red Skelton „.
$84.000 Question
Silent Sere ice
Shell Big News
Weathersane
Stallion Duller Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, WEDNESDAY
8:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 I Love Lucy
7:00 The Big Record
8:00 The Millionaire
8:30 I've Got A Secret
9:00 Armstraing Circle Theatre
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM. THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
7.00 Harbourmaster
7:30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell BigNews
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Minton Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, FRIDAY
not to be taken for themselves
or for use in their looal work,
but it as to go to their fellew-
Chreitharas When they had never
seen. As Paul thenege of both
the Gemile and Jeseish Chris-
tians, he was convinced that the
giving of the former to supply
lbw needs of the' latter %would-
cement the bonds of love, be-
tween them, which was surely
needed.
precious and was needed for
such as preaching the Wont of
God, Paul declined to be a
money-raiser for them. lways
careful that everything should
be done lin a manner that
would commend t•Lself to all fair
-minded people, haul refused to
sokcit funde for the pooh lest
tithe might have given some
critic the opportunity to say,
"Hhe is feathening his own nest."
To avert such a possibility, he
urged them to proceed -with the
making of their contributions,
thereby . obviating the necessity
of raising the money when he
arrived on the scene.
His instructions to the Ourin-
thians contain some very clear
directions as to how all Cheat-
ham should give. Their giving
should be:
(1) Periodic--"Upon the first
day of the week."
How appropriate that our giv-
ing should be done on the Lords
Day, the day which cominernore
at es Chriet's resurrection, and
the one on which we assemble
for public worship: This is the
appointed time for gifts to be
made to the Lord's work. Fur-
thermore, making it a regular
and weekly matter insures its
being clone, makes it easier, and
enables one to inv mere than
he oouki or would otherwise.
(2) - Personial--"Let every one
of you."
Giving must be personal. Each
child of God is obhgated to do
what he ran to advance the
clause of Christ. No one is ex-
empt from the responsibility to
propagate the rape! if Christ
regardleas of the smallness of
idhes moans. NNone shou mis;
the rely and blessing of giving.
(3) Provident--"Lay by him in
store."';
II Christians are to have mon-
ey to give for the support of
the Lord's work, they must not
spend all of their income upon
theme:hes and others, bat they
must lay by some regularly.
(4) Propurtionate--"As God hath
prospered him."
Giving should be in accordance
withone's ability. One should
never expect the to: be leis
than the tithe. How ran any
Christian, who is under grace.
be .,L1 give any less than
the Jew, who was under the I
law, was required to give. Af-
ter all, "The tithe is the Lor'd's"
Careful and liberal giving is an
excellent mothiel uf mehreasing
sincere appreciation for Ged's
Ctiddren should bring His men-
ey into Has house on the Lord's
Day for ,the support of He
work and the glory of His name.
2. The yore of the gifts.
Verses 3.4.
As an evidence of his wag and
tactful leadership, Paul suggest-
ed that the Cormthiane seler.
s.rrne rehabl tend respinsible
persens to convey theer gifts te
erwralem. In the event kw
*held se desire his service:,
responsible pereol'aul . ( 'IyiiegE
Paul expressed a wilinerees to
accempany their approved con-
%Thee id their gifts to their
destination. Would that all Ser-
vants of Christ were as cnreful
6:00 Popeye and Friends 
as the Aponte in the proper
6:30 LeLavi It To Beaver 
handirrig and he-everting for the
gifts of the Chnstians:
7:00 Trackdruwers_own Corint
• 
hians 16:5-12.
Mr. Adams and Eve
Harbor Command
The Lineup
Person To Person
Schlitz Playhouse
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, SATURDAY
Captain Kangaroo
Mighty Mouse Playhouse
Susan's Show
Saturday Playhouse
Jimmy Dean
tintsafie_ chcacaition always 
arises.
God's obedient dhildren 
must
keep their eye's on their 
oppor-
tunities iratead of their 
op-
ponents.
Paul was very desireus 
that
the Corinthians would go e
his
youthful, timid and 
humblefllisse
youthful timid end humble
friend and co-worker, 
Timothy,
a cordial reception when 
he
arrived in thee midst. He a
s-
sured them that he was 
serving
the Lord in a capable, 
com-
mendable and self-effacing man
-
ser.
Remembering that ApoLlos had
then in °mann before 
and
rendered a helpful service ther
e,
Paul wanted ham to return 
to
them immediately fur emitter
period of eeueettalneei. Ataillue
concluded that it was -nee in
keeping with the divine, Wilt
for him to du so then, but in-
dica:led that ettuld vth411
them as soon as the Lord led
him in that eilifection. In this
decision Paul gladly acquiesced,
thus recognizing brother as
an obedient scream Lord.
III, The Demands On Christ-
iana. I Corinthians 16:13-14.
1. "Watch-ye...
It is of the Minuet unportance
that we should ate a watch
over our hougths. words and
actions. het us ever be on the
watch against dangers from
without. the former of which
are the greeter.
2. "Stand fast in the fraith'i
Strike the rode of. your bath
deep into the soil of God's
truth and be steadfast.
3. 'Quit you kke men " .
Show ehurseeves nlen. Adt
the manly part.
4. "Be strong."
Be strong in faith. in love
and in loyalty to Chriet.
5. "Let all yeeur things Lit- done
with chanty." -
love should control ihr theughts,
!twelves, words and deecise-
Oil Producers
Hardy Lot
RECORD HOLDER DIES
SHREVEPORT, La. .7 - Lt.
Col. John C. Lewis, 36, veteran
Air Force pilot who set a coast-
to-coast speed record for a me-
dium bomber in 1955. and his
wife, the former Sadie Kappel,
were killed when their car col-
lided with a train at Boosier
City, La. Lewis was from Frost-
burg. Md.
By ELMER C. WALZER
United Press Financial Editor
NEW YORK an -The inde
pendent oil producers of the no
Lion are a hardy lot and eat-
one has his own opinions on th
oil industry.
But they agree there ciught
be sonic oomrrron ground fu
irriproving the industry to pre-
vent what they seem to agree
is the worst thing it Lexie
In an advertisement in the
Houston papers they se forth
this four of a fight "to (livid
cripple and linalle cheeruy the
indirrtry,n-
They' See recent attacks an the
oil industry "as UM. a Mart of a
larger plan to divide and eons
quer aimed at the' ehentual as-
tionalination and socialization of
all induatry."
The oil men of Texas feel the
ges industry already is sexualiz-
ed under the rulings of the Fed
eral Power Conuniseion who'
has the power to 'fix prices .
interstate commerce.
Just now Texas oil- wells he
allowed to operate 12 days
month, a severe blow to tic
wikihatte.re Who use the income
from their wells to pay thisr
lank hems. „
The daily ifillowable, hence\ •-r,
is higher thaels¢it wee a year ae e
and even wilM fewer days *
output the total production so
far this year is net much under
the level of a year ago. But it
still hertz the well drillers and
fewer wells are being drilled.
As Wall Street views the oil
situation, the reduction in out-
nt is not un.favorable Slitec It
is helping reduce heavy inven-
terries ,rf oil preduots.
POLLUTED AIR CITED
NEW YORK lir - Dr. Leonard
Greenburg, New York city com-
missioner of Air Pollution Con-
trol, said today that city air
pollution from gasoline and diesel
exhaust fumes Is apparently a
major factor in causing not only
lung cancer But other pulmonary
diseases.
12:00 Bugs Bunny Party (Noon)
PM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12.2t) Telescope
12.25 CBS News
12.30 Ae.elhe World Turns
1:00 Beat The Clock
1.30 House Party
2:UU lhe Big Payoff
2:30 The Verdict Is Yours
3:00 The Brighter Day
4:15 The Secret Storm
3.30 The Edge of Night
4.00 The Big Show
525 Newsbeat
5:45 Doug Edwards & News
PM, MONDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Robin Hood
7:00 Burns and Allen
7:30 Talent Scouts
8:00 Danny .Thomas Show
8:30 DuPont Show of htenth
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, TUESDAY
6:00 .pthe and Fremds
6.3e ...Aug Thal Tune
11:00
8:30
9:00
930
.10:00
10.30
10:40
10:45
12:00
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00 Big Show (Noon)
PM, SATURDAY
1:30 TBA
2:00 Professional Hockey
4:30 See It Now
5:30 Annie Oakley ..
600 Woods 'N Waters
8:30 Perry Mason Show
7:30 Dick and the Duchea
8.110 Gale Storm Show
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
9 011 Gunsmoke
9:30 The Gray Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movie
1130 Sign Oil
•
RESTRICTIONS LIFTED
VIENNA 401 he-The first news-
paper stand to sell western news-
papers in Communist Romani
will be opened shortly in Bucha
rest, it was reported today. The
Romanian Daily Scinteia said the
"special stand" will sell papers
and magazine "from France,
Austria and other western coun-
tries."
Max H. Chunk")
Funeral Home
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service -
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
Paul ha-d- nned to whit the
winter with them, but, as always,
his plata wee subject to the
Leirdh will to Which he eceigte
In conform. He let them knew
the he had adopted GGild's
will as the rule of his life and
steed reedy to do that will as
it was revealed to him, no mat-
ter what it might be.
There, avere two good remote
fair 'ha/I:lord having Paul to
longereeppertiiney and oppoei-
tam. There was nothing un-
usual aheut that. because wher-
ever • h • g opel 4 Christ tri-
-
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By ELMER C. WALZER
'see Press Financial Editor
EW YORK tfl -The inde
dent oil producers of the na
, are a hardy lot and eat'
has his own opinions on th
industry.
iut they agree there ought
some common ground 11ei
moving the industry to pre-
whsrt they seem to agree
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RESTRICTIONS LIFTED
VIENNA Re -es-The first news.
per stand to sell western news-
rpm in Communist Romani
ill be opened shortly in Bucha
st, it was reported today. The
omarean Daily Scinteia said the
lievil stand" will sell papers
id magazine "from France,
ustria and other western court.
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rre 
ssp whilst Cadillac Clii-
ik windows, seats,'
;•ide walls. Bargain price.
fig town. Telephone 752-W.
N26C
F. 3' bedroom frame house.
sibs' garage . and utility
Isargessehatkes lot. can
rt for irxxxne. Cali 913.
\IILCH COWS, 6 Jerseys, 4
sins, young cows, fresh or
fresh soon. Dave Gore, RI.
Hpkineville, Ky., cell 6-2693.
N29P
()OK! Ten Alum storm win-
es with Alum screen and one
Sots $189 installed. We also
I
, have the triple track. No down
payments tip to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Co., lath and
Main Street. Ph. 1303, DIM
54 CHEVY, 2-door, scat
new tine, geing at $595.
Iona Motor Sales, 3rd &
Phone 519.
covets,
Lamp-
Maple.
N23C
I HAVE several good weed wash-
ing machines priced far quick
eales-Ser thettard5onS-407 So;
Stir St.,- ur----pluir..s 74.. N23C
2 PORTABLE electric heaters,
practically new. In good condi-
tion. Mrs. J. I. Maack. Phone
674. N23C
'55 Si UDEBAJCER, V-8 Com-
mander , hardtop. automatic
tranantssbm. "Looking for a
h ,me." Lampkins Motor lales,
3rd di Maple. Ph. 519. N23C
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5-Metal
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fastener
10-4IPIllittlfe
IBUIPStanes
grafted
11--Soi.•
14-Cognisant of
15-conflagration
21-Compass point
33-FTSIlte
Si-Everereen tree
-Ancient
chariot
:44-fterort
27-Transprirters
2'4-Ordinance
30-Gather
31-Fondle
31-Race of lettnce
34-41reat lake
37-Marm1olan
19-Printer',
MelOOlre
4O-Conseera fed
41--eentury Want
41-Level
C.-Lampreys
47-Krsek
41-1'erInd of time
A store (a14.r.)
Pi% er in
CUSFEMAN Motet Scooters. Place
your -- orders now. Excellent
Christmas gills. See M. G. Rich-
ardson, or dal 74, Murray.
N23C
I NOTICE
Bargains in evergreens. Dug and
ready to go. Quality stuck. Or-
namental pepper., in pots. Shupe
Nurseries, Sedalia, Kentucky.
N30C
INSIDE PAINTING. Also work
stopping leaks in basement. Call
1040-W. N25P
• 
CAR OWNERS. We are provid-
ing- family automobile insurance
at 21% below normal rates. Pur
dom and Thurman Insurance,
siesiiside Court Square. Ph. 842
or 847. sTFC
SALE STILL ON at N. B.
Cu. Everything less than cost.
Still tot of china, crystal, gifts
,hardware, paints and oil heaters.
N23C
FOR RENT
MODERN three room upstairs
apartment. hardwood floors, priv-
ate bath and entrance and plenty
closet room. Heat, water and
electricity fernished. 309 N. ittis,
Street. Phone 230 or see A. G.
Outland, National Hotel. N26P
'4 ROOM HOUSE, electrically
heated. Located downtown. Phone
1126. N26C
Opportunity
Opporunity is knocking at
your door. A large mutual
insurance company wants rep-
resentatives; part time or full
time to sell fire, autos
csestsaity insurance in !his lo-
cality. Send written inquiry
giving age. qualifications. You
can earn While you learn.
R. D. Bradley. District Manag-
er for the Purchase Counties,
Pryersburg, Kentucky. Phone
F.R. 6-3086. N26C
Office cluttered up with coats,
rain coats, hats and umbrellas?
We have the answer. Lyon Steel
ooat racks be • f „ It y tssihod
in soft harmon _ Gray Baked
Enamel a rea iy durable and
long lasting finish. Constructed
of sturdy, formed square tubular
uprights: cantilever shelves: Skid
domes on base to protect floors.
1 he racks with a capacity of
12, are equipped with attractive
hardwood hangers with steel
hooks. See them now on display
at the Ofifce Supply Department
of The Daily Ledger & Timea.
Phone 55. TP
new Western thriller WIMINA
sItItt
N/4
g I eep WI liulli doing the was just as formidable as Vic
I SAT IJ1 tire tire a long time ;,wrong thing
.. or we'll get maa. Toll. I couldn't help thinking what
I that evening after the others siterted."
 a couple they would have made.
- had gone to sleep. trying to think 
I Fie got up and walked away The judge entered the court.
Of some way out (it this without
forcing a nettle. I thought every-
body was asleep, but after • while
Johnny Strong got up from where
he'd been tying with his head on
his saddle and squatted beside me
at the fire.
"Better go to bed. Dave," he
said. "You- sin t finding no an-
swer. here."
-Thoright rapyte I would If I
Stayed here low: hough," I said.
"No. you won't." Johnny said
'But there's one thing you've got
to do. We're like a rooster 
with
his head chopped off: pist 
flop-
ping around. Conic morning,
3011've got to start giving orders."
•1 In- :zed at him in the Sri 1.1::1
that flickered on his dark, bony
face. I remembered he'd -ridden
for ltafter 3 years ago. Ile had
the same tough, conTetent way
-- about' him that characterized the
cowboys who, rode for Vic Toll
now. leit there Was a difference.
He'd been gentled by 1 Wife and
- baby, and I was sure'that nobo
dy
would ever gentle Toll.
• can't, Johnny." I !aid. "I'm
only twenty years old. I can't tell
men like you and Frank what to 
knuckles were white.
do," before, his 
great chin more pow- I I wasn't any better than Frank .
"Yee you can.- Johnny said. , erftil. his hooked n
ose more domi. I Dance and Riley MacKay and the
the-slassarauzspa was peering. 
rest. Johnny Strong, sitting he-
-killed and I told you.that you had The cow-hoe-In was
n't nuge, I side me. was no different. We
a lot of Joe Munro in you? That and we weren:l. abl
e to sit to. were all thinking the same thinr,
was seven months ago. You've gether in a 'block as we 
had I knew: that Bess Nordine had
grit a lot more now than you had hoped. Ed Veach was up
 In front ' become more than the defendant
then. I've seen :1 grow, Dave."
1 shook my head, "thee me ten
yearn. Johnny."
haven't got ten years.
You haven't got ten days. I ain't
sure you've even got ten hour'
This is now. Dave Cut off the
head of a snake and he ain't
gonna do you no hurt. That's the
way it is with Rafter 3"
"You want me to jump Toll?"
I asked,
"No, he'd kill you: Fled k411 say
of us. I've seen him use his fiats
and I've seen him drew a gun.
Frank Onnce is as strorg as- a
stud hors', but Toll would mur-
der 'him. That's what he wants.
Dave. He'll try to bait us into
doing the wrong thing."
-1 guess I'm just not bright
enough to see what yoisre driving
at." I said.
"I don't knoer myself." he ad.
milted. "If I had any answers,
I'd sure tell you. 1 just know two
I hinge. You've got to figtire'out
the right thing to do and „you've
He hadn't helped much, unless
pointing out what the wrong
thing was. He'd done that, maybe
without even knowing it. Before
we left the park,' I thought that
we had to promote a fight if Toll
didn't. Now I was convinced- that
wile exactly what Toll wanted
and expected U.I3 to do.
But Vic Toll, for all of his be-
ing iliegend, was flesh and blood.
He meta be Whipped. He could be
killed. But how? When I finally
lay down to sleep, I still didn't
have the answer.
We were standing In front of
the hotel the next morning when
Rafter 3 rode into town, and I
was forcibly reminded of all the
things I had thought about the
night before. Toll riding in front,
completely ignored us. So did his
men That was part of the game.
We weren't worth noticing.
But you couldn't help noticing
Vic Toll any more than an insig-
nificant bet of steel can help being
drawn to a powerful magnet. Ile'
must have finished growing ten
3ssrs ago, but every time I 'saw
him he looked bigger and more
formidable than he had the time
with Si Beam. I knew, then, that
what I had suspected all the time
was true. He'd been keeping
Beam under cover.
Toll led his men into the court-
room a minute or two after we
sat down. He went right up the
aisle to the front. The two rows
on the left were filled, but that
didn't -stop Toll He said. "We'll
take these seats." and eit be
hanged if every one of_those men
didn't -get up and let Rafter 3
have them. I glanced at Johnny
Strong. who nodded at gle. Every-
thing he'd said the night before
was confirmed by this one bully-
ing act.
Gil was In the front row a
'couple of seats from Veach. Bras
and her lawyer. Judson, sat at a
table on the other side of the
railing. As I . expected, Bess
hadn't prettied up for the occa-
sion. But she sat atraight-backed,
holding her head high and proud,
and to-The she was • strong,
handsome woman. In her way she
room from Ma chambers and
stalked to his desk. He said, his
voice tremendous for so small a
man: "The court of this judicial
district is now in session First
case is the State versus Bess Nor-
dine. The defendant is caarged
with the larceny of one steer be-
longing to the Rafter 3 ranch
owned by Cameron Runyan"
He paused, and drawing a long.
barreled revolver from his waist-
band. laid it on the desk Ed
Veach said that was what he
might do, but .I hadn't believed it.
There was something ludicrous
about the whole thing, but no one
laughed. The first man who
laughed would have been held in
contempt, and I was sure Brun-
dage would have made it stick.
Johnny Strong and I were in
the back, so I was linable to see
the faces of any of our friends,
but I could see the backs of their
heads, their necks, and their
shoulders. <Every one of those
men was gripped by a muscular
tension that was a sort of paraly-
sis. Then I looked down at my
hands, clenched so tightly the
in this trial; she was a symbol of
all we had fought for and were
still fighting for.
But It was more even than
that. Here it was, pinned down
in this little courtroom: our
future, our lives. our property,
and even our rights as citizens.
Either Vic Toll made a mockery
of law, or BCSA went free- TO me
It was that simple.
"I want to say a few things be-
fore this trial gets under way."
Brundage said. "My court Is
never a formal one. The reason
Is simple: Justice is often lost
among legal technicalities. Our
criminal laws are designed to pro.
tect the innocent aft well as
society in general, My duty Is to
see that this purpose Is carried
opt."
- - -
Dave derides that Vie Toll
must die. Re sure to follow
the stimpetmetill build-up In
monday'n installment of "Des-
perate also."
5
$500,000 ROBBERY-Max Mons
derer, 47, New York diamond
salesman, tells Detroit police
how a lone bandit fired tear
gas at him in the lobby of a
Detroit office building and got
away with $.500,000 worth of
diamonds. (Mternationagr
ROME-MADE ROCKET-Michael Kell
y (left), 17, and John IL Davis,
16, are shown in Washington with 
the home-made rocket they will
lattnch Nov. 23 with the hope that
 the project will bolster Presi-
dent Eisenhower's faith In the 
scientific future of America's youth,.
The 60-inch missile was built out
 of steel piping. The Army has
agreed to let the preparatory scho
ol students set up a launching
platform at Camp Rill. Virginia. 
(International Soundphote)
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Successful ...
t penetration into interplane-
f Continued from Page Orirl-
tm 
I
ary space. The initial announce-
ment of the project was made
here Friday.
He said that only two of the
original pellets were tracked and
scientists "had no control of ' what
direction the pellets Would take
after the explosion. It was in-
dicated that as many as 1.000
pellets were used.
The launching was explained
this way s-A 1,100 pound Aerobee
rocket, in effect a three stage
rocket, carried a nose tip con-
taining three "shape charges" of
alterninum pellets and explosives.
The Aerobe e automatically sepa- 1
rated at the 35 mile point and
the stoaes, tip continued 19 more
miles upwards where it exploded,
blasting the aluminum' pellets
into space.
Brighter Than Stars
The blast of t h e "sitahed
charge" was very bright - 5,000
times brighter than the Soviet
Sputniks and more brilliant than
any star in the heavens, accord-
ing to reports from observers
at the Mt. Palomar Obeervatpry
some 600 miles away.
Scientists said that most t.f
the "grape-shot" pellets probably
burned up within the first half-
mile of flight. But at least two
of.' the meteorites definitely es-
caped the earth's gravity.
The bright glow .of these ob-
jects as they battled the forces
of space enabled' scientists to
record the experiment on film
with a ballistic camera.
First reports indicated the me-
teors "might" have gone into
interplanetary space but Dubin
said Friday night that more, or-
cent evaluations proved that they
had "unquestiianatiTy"' escaped
gravity.
STOCK removed free. i
Radio dispatched trucks. Dunc.in
Tankage Co. Prompt dervice 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Onion City
1306. • A7.1
( LOST & FOUND
LOST: Bird dog, 20 mos. old
female, waite and liver spots,
named Susie. Wearing colar but
no name plate. Last seen yes-
terday near Oki Salem chunti.
Loyd Boyd, phone 1774. N25C
FIVE MONTHS white and Ainer
pointer. Wearing a collar but
no name. Call 710 if found. N26C
. ROCKET LAUNCHER
NEW YORK 11/4 - A sign in aa
8th Ate, bar advertised "Sputnik
the moon."
Colts ... •
1 
Rocket undamaged
The .Aerobee rocket. following
the "shape charge" by two or
three miles, was undamaged by
the explosion at the 54 mile
point. It was recovered by scien-
tists about 20 miles from the
blasting test area. .r.
Dubin said the rocket contain-
ed intact instruments which gave
information on cosmic rays and
also meteoric dust existing natur-
ally in the upper atmosphere.
The experiment, which was
suggested by Prof. Fritz Zwicky
ot the California Institute of
Technology, was first attempted
in 1947 using former German
V-2 rockets. The Oct. 16 project,
however, was the first successful
attempt and followed a series of
failures, scientists said.
1
(Continued from Page One)
Murray scored a total of 30
field goal i compared to 22 for
Kirksey. Pie Eagles led in the
three throw department hitting
23 of 46 attempts for 50 per
can while Murray hit 14, out of
u,ll for 45 per cent. The Colts
were charged with 27 personal
fouls with 22 being called on
the Eagles.
Murray Training won the B
team game. Young and Childs
were the officials.
MTS 20 35 53 '74
Kirksey 19 36 51 67
Murray Trng. (74)
J. Shroat 18, Parker 2, Rogers
II, Sutter 7,
' Vaughn 7. Harrell
Burton 4. Thompson 6.
Kirks.), (47)
. D. Edwards 16. E. Jones 14,
Reeder 12, Key 19, Bazzell e.
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EXCLUSIVE "HOLIDAY CASE" FOR THE
WORLD'S FIRST AND FASTEST PORTABLE
Smith-Corona SILENT-SUPER...
THE gift that never stops 
giving — a famous
Smith-Corona portable typewriter— particu-
lari) the Silent-Super. illustrated here. Escry Sta-
ture for big machine performance. plus the fastest
Keyser Tabulator on any portable. And now. in the
exciting. new slim-line "Holiday Case" it's a
smarter-than-es cr gift. to get or to give!
&Line . dee it cleottuldbialecti
CHOICE OF FIVE
SMART 2 TONE
COLOR COMBINATIONS
• Sapphire Gray
• Seafoam Green
• Desert Sand
• Coral Pink
0 Alpine Blue
•
•
Give A Typewriter
, 1161 110 3 MO 213 33 3.1" MI W114 mos yea 1113 3.1-1 11.-i VI "- 1154 3.1 31'3134 3.4 '34 10 11:3 1114 ' ma mics no lea 14-.,41liel MI NW ' 133 ' 3330 nch ="4 MP. Ai NO ICA 30 33 XS 110 110 110 MI XV 17.--" Malta lei
BUY YOUR TYPEWRITER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS5.
•
--etre wrsr•sA•vw-••w__-v,_=. •
Portable Typewriters by
Smith-Corona A Royal
BUY NOW **2 PAY LATER
THAT
ARE
DIFFERENT:
(Priced According To Model)
'7 -3,‘ '33 30 /31 3 "•:. 3-i 34 33 iem - IX& MA 13•31 =-; IES3 731 34 110 710 3C.i r " 1110 3. 113 le5" =;;{ .Z4 30 33 3 " /13 13111114 11/0 leRi eta lail 163 MR Ina Ilig L.t IA es
For \eater ork For Better Grades
Brief Cases - World Globes • Pencils - Note-
book Shifters - Pena TrRntners =Tire- rP—ii—fo
Bond Chests
Desk Lamps (also wall type)
Office Chairs and Desks - Ball
Point Pens - Pen Sets
This
Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk
hendsonse
organize
supplies Or
portments,
SO sm o rt y
40 wide,
work
Cole steel desk makes It eery to
Has four roomy drawers for stationery.
reference materials. 3 adjustable storage cons.
lock and key to prevent petty pilforoga.
styled, so beautifully made and priced so low.
291/2' high, I r deep. Olive green or Cole grey
under
baked enamel finish. No.
shamming valve mai oat$41"
20 e•cr xis mg m0 lem 13 7_ ' =A 34 33 11191 3 t;--.. RA 113 1114 1131 3 * 34 1114 31 XV 3133 leS3 lea 110 134 3' 33 30 33 MA 3 ; 3 - visa SISS Rea esi XS -;!, =A tag eta MO yea it:A •
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7.11 OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT 1111
ill iSg
DAILY LEDGER&TIMES!!
....,
GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager Wid
For Year 'Round Pleasure
"".w..104 
FOR STUDENT
OR OFFICE USE
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